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Abstract
Mining frequent itemsets is one of the most popular topics in data mining. Item-
sets are local patterns, representing frequently cooccurring sets of variables. This
thesis studies the use of itemsets to give information about the whole dataset.
We show how to use itemsets for answering queries, that is, finding out the
number of transactions satisfying some given formula. While this is a simple
procedure given the original data, the task transforms into a computationally
infeasible problem if we seek the solution using the itemsets. By making some
assumptions of the structure of the itemsets and applying techniques from the
theory of Markov Random Fields we are able to reduce the computational burden
of query answering.
We can also use the known itemsets to predict the unknown itemsets. The
difference between the prediction and the actual value can be used for ranking
itemsets. In fact, this method can be seen as generalisation for ranking itemsets
based on their deviation from the independence model, an approach commonly
used in the data mining literature.
The next contribution is to use itemsets to define a distance between the
datasets. We achieve this by computing the difference between the frequencies of
the itemsets. We take into account the fact that the itemset frequencies may be
correlated and by removing the correlation we show that our distance transforms
into Euclidean distance between the frequencies of parity formulae.
The last contribution concerns calculating the effective dimension of binary
data. We apply fractal dimension, a known concept that works well with real-
valued data. Applying fractal dimension dimension directly is problematic be-
cause of the unique nature of binary data. We propose a solution to this problem
by introducing a new concept called normalised correlation dimension. We study
our approach theoretically and empirically by comparing it against other meth-
ods.

Tiivistelmä
Kattavien joukkojen louhinta on yksi suosituimmista tiedon louhinnan teemoista.
Kattavat joukot ovat paikallisia hahmoja: ne edustavat usein esiintyviä muut-
tujakombinaatioita. kattavien joukkojen käyttöä koko tietokantaa kuvaaviin
tarkoituksiin.
Kattavia joukkoja voidaan käyttää Boolen kyselyihin vastaamiseen, ts. an-
netun Boolen kaavan toteuttavien tietuiden lukumäärän arviointiin. Tehtävästä
tulee kuitenkin laskennallisesti vaativa, jos käytössä ovat vain kattavat joukot.
Väitöskirjassa osoitetaan, että tietyin oletuksin ongelman ratkaisemista voidaan
helpottaa käyttäen hyväksi tekniikoita, jotka perustuvat Markov-kenttiin.
Väitöskirjassa tutkitaan myös miten kattavia joukkoja voidaan käyttää tun-
temattomien joukkojen frekvenssin ennustamiseen. Varsinaisen datasta lasketun
frekvenssin ja ennusteen välistä erotusta voidaan käyttää kattavan joukon merk-
itsevyyden mittana. Tämä lähestymistapa on itseasiassa tiedon louhinnassa usein
toistuvan tärkeysmitan yleistys, jossa kattavan joukon tärkeys on sen poikkeama
riippumattomuusoletuksesta.
Väitöskirjan seuraava tutkimusaihe on kattavien joukkojen käyttö tietokanto-
jen välisen etäisyyden määrittelemiseen. Etäisyys määritellään kattavien joukko-
jen frekvenssien erotuksena. Kattavien joukkojen frekvenssien välillä saattaa olla
korrelaatiota ja eliminoimalla tämä korrelaatio työssä osoitetaan, että etäisyys
vastaa tiettyjen pariteettikyselyiden välistä euklidista etäisyyttä.
Väistökirjan viimeinen teema on binääritietokannan efektiivisen dimension
määritteleminen. Työssä sovelletaan fraktaalidimensiota, joka on suosittu mene-
telmä ja soveltuu hyvin jatkuvalle datalle. Tämän lähestymistavan soveltami-
nen diskreettiin dataan ei kuitenkaan ole suoraviivaista. Työssä ehdotetaan
ratkaisuksi normalisoitua korrelaatiodimensiota. Lähestymistapoja tarkastellaan
sekä teoreettisesti että empiirisesti vertailemalla sitä muihin tunnettuihin mene-
telmiin.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There’s a war out there, old friend.
A world war. And it’s not about
who’s got the most bullets. It’s
about who controls the information.
What we see and hear, how we
work, what we think... it’s all about
the information!
Cosmo, Sneakers
On data mining. It is appropriate to begin this work by discussing goals and
origin of data mining. One of the possible definitions of the field is the following.
Data mining is the analysis of (often large) observational data sets
to find unsuspected relationships and to summarise the data in novel
ways that are both understandable and useful to the data owner.
[HMS01]
The need for data mining comes from the gap between the traditional statistics
and computer science: The focus in the traditional statistics is testing hypothe-
ses, the computation involved is usually ignored. On the other hand, in computer
science we are focused on fast computing but statistical analysis of the underlying
data does not play any major role. However, there is a growing need for doing
both simultaneously. Modern, constantly improving technology has enabled us to
store huge data sets, both in academia and in industry [HAK+02, KRS02]. These
databases are large enough so that manual exploration is infeasible. Hence, we
need to either summarise data or explore data automatically for useful statisti-
cally relevant information.
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Soda SodaLight Diapers Beer
0 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1
1 1 0 0
Table 1.1: A toy example of market basket data with 5 transactions and 4 items.
Data mining, however, is more than simply statistics for large data sets;
namely, the actual mining process is involved. In traditional hypothesis test
we already know what we are testing whereas in a typical data mining scenario
we do not know what are our hypotheses. The novelty of data mining is to find
possibly interesting information from data — statistics only provides means for
testing whether our acquired information is statistically significant.
The aforementioned definition of the field allows us to divide the data min-
ing techniques into two categories: global methods and local methods. The
goal of global methods is to summarise the data as a whole. Prime examples
of such techniques are decision trees [Qui93], graphical modelling [Jor99], clus-
tering tasks [DHS00], principal component analysis [Hay98], and graph analy-
sis [BRRT05]. On the other hand, local methods concentrate finding patterns
in data. Thus, the goal is not to cover all data but only interesting parts of it.
Classic examples of such methods are association rules [AIS93, AMS+96] and
episodes [MTV97].
The division of the field into local and global methods is not crisp. For in-
stance, clustering can be viewed as an attempt to model the whole data. However,
a single cluster can also be considered as a pattern explaining only a portion of
data. Similarly, a collection of local patterns can be viewed as a summary for the
complete data set. A large portion of this thesis concentrates on using itemsets,
local patterns for binary data, as a summary of the original binary data.
On mining of binary data. Perhaps the most classical example of binary
data is market basket data (see e.g. [BSVW99]). A toy example of a such data
set is given in Table 1.1. Such data consists of transactions represented by binary
vectors. An element of a transaction describes whether the customer bought the
corresponding product. For instance, in Table 1.1 transactions 2, 4, and 5 contain
Soda.
Association rules are one of the most classical methods for analysing binary
data [AIS93, AMS+96]. These are statements of type ’If a customer buys product
X, then with a high probability he also buys product Y’. For instance, we may
2
Itemset # of customers
Soda 3
SodaLight 3
Diapers 2
Beer 3
Soda, SodaLight 1
Diapers, Beer 2
Table 1.2: A toy example of a collection of itemsets as a surrogate for the data
set given in Table 1.1.
conclude from our toy data that customers buying diapers also buy beer.1 A
more fundamental patterns for the analysis are itemsets. Itemsets are sets of
products. For instance, in our toy data these are ’Soda’, ’SodaLight’, ’Soda,
SodaLight’, and so on. To each itemset we assign a number which we call support
of frequency. This is the number of transactions in which every product included
in the itemset occurs. For instance, in our toy data we have 3 customers buying
Soda and 3 customers buying SodaLight but only one customer buying both.
Thus the support for ’Soda’ is 3, but the support for ’Soda, SodaLight’ is only 1.
In addition to market basket analysis, binary data occur in a wide range of
scenarios, such as bag-of-words representations of text documents [BFS03], fossil
occurrence at paleontogical sites [For05], geographical co-occurrence [HFEM07]
of mammals, traffic accident reports [GWBV03], click-stream data [KBF+00],
co-authorship and citations in scientific papers [BMS02, GKM03].
Topic of the thesis. A large portion of the thesis focuses on using itemsets
as a surrogate for the original data set. In other words, imagine that instead
of a binary data set given in Table 1.1 you are provided with a collection of
itemsets presented in Table 1.2. The idea behind this scenario is that the itemsets
capture the essential information from the original data set. Note that in our toy
example we are not able to fully construct the original data set from the itemsets,
that is, there are other data sets that produce equivalent itemsets. This is an
important observation since this enables using this scenario in privacy-preserving
data mining.
Once we have replaced the original data with a family of itemsets, many simple
tasks become difficult. For instance, it is easy to deduce from Table 1.1 that we
have one customer buying Beer and SodaLight. On other hand, deducing the
1This particular example is actually an infamous urban legend in the data mining commu-
nity, http://web.onetel.net.uk/~hibou/Beer%20and%20Nappies.html
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number of customers buying Beer and SodaLight using Table 1.2 is surprisingly
difficult. In fact, we will show that in general solving such a query problem takes
an exponential amount of time. However, by imposing some restrictions we are
able to ease the computational burden.
We can use the family of itemsets to estimate the frequencies of unknown
itemsets. For instance, we can estimate that the number of customers buying
Beer and SodaLight is 3× 3/5 = 9/5. By computing the difference between the
estimate and the actual support we receive a number telling how surprising is the
itemset. This number can be used for ranking itemsets, that is, the more we are
surprised by the support of the itemset, the more important the itemset is.
We can also use itemsets for computing the difference between two entire data
sets. Assume that we have market basket data from two different months. We
can compute some selected family of itemsets from the data sets and compute
the difference by comparing the supports of the itemsets. Defining the distance
between data sets allows us treat data sets, highly complex objects, as units and
enables us to use traditional data mining tools.
Our last topic of the thesis deals with defining an intrinsic dimension for binary
data. Traditionally, the dimension is understood to be the number of columns
in the data set, usually a very high number. On the other hand, binary data is
usually sparse and contains structure and hence is less complex than the number
of columns would suggest. One possible way of defining intrinsic dimension is to
use fractal dimension which is often used with real-valued data sets. We study
how the fractal dimension can be applied to binary data.
Contributions of the thesis. This thesis is based on the publications listed
in List of Publications. The content of the papers is discussed in greater detail
at the beginning of Chapters 6, 7, and 8.
In Publication II we show that certain query problems, namely predicting
itemsets from a set of known itemsets, are infeasible. Problems of the same type
are well-studied [Cal04, Cal03], but we focus more on downward closed families
of itemsets. We use a construction similar to [Coo90] to show that even the
restriction of being downward closed does not prevent the problem from being
infeasible.
The query theme continues in Publication III where we provide a novel op-
timisation scheme for solving a classic query problem [Hai65, Cal03, BSH04] by
applying theorems from Markov Random Field theory [CDLS99].
In Publication IV we introduce a method for ranking itemsets by comparing
the observed frequency against a Maximum Entropy estimate [PMS03]. Our work
can be seen as an extension of the approach in [BMS97] in which the observed
value is compared against the independence assumption.
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In Publication I we study the idea of computing the distance between data
sets via itemset frequencies. Similar approaches has been suggested for example
in [HSM03]. However, we show that our distance possesses many theoretical
properties, some of them being unique among alternative distances.
In Publication V we apply correlation dimension, a well-known concept [Bar88,
Ott97], to binary data sets. Our investigation leads to a novel idea, called nor-
malised correlation dimension, that takes into account the unique nature of binary
data.
Contributions of the author. The author of the thesis is the sole author of
Publications I, II, III, and IV.
In Publication V the author collaborated with the co-authors of the paper.
The theoretical analysis of the paper is a joint work of the author and H. Man-
nila. The author is responsible for introducing the concept of the normalised
correlation dimension. The author implemented all the experiments which were
designed jointly with H. Mannila, T. Mielikäinen and A. Gionis. The paper was
written jointly with the co-authors.
The structure of the thesis. The purpose of the subsequent chapters is to
provide the needed background mathematics used in the articles so that a reader
with a reasonable knowledge in statistics, calculus and algebra will able to follow
the articles. The chapters also summarise the articles, emphasising heavily the
theoretical side. We also review the research related to our ideas.
The first four chapters focus solely on background mathematics. They provide
a sound base for the three remaining chapters which describe the key theorems
in the articles. The style of the thesis is a traditional definition-theorem-example
approach. The dependencies of theorems presented in introduction is given in
Figure 1.1.
In Chapter 2 we introduce the notation and basic concepts related to binary
data and itemsets. In Chapter 3 we introduce basic theory of Linear Program-
ming. In Chapter 4 we study Markov Random Fields and in Chapter 5 we intro-
duce Kullback-Leibler divergence and Maximum Entropy principle. In Chapter 6
we discuss the problem of predicting itemset frequencies from a known set of
itemsets. We also introduce a rank measure for itemsets that uses information
available from the sub-itemsets. In Chapter 7 we introduce the idea of using item-
sets for computing a distance between two binary data sets. Finally, in Chapter 8
we use concepts from fractal theory for defining an effective dimension of a binary
data set. Proofs for some theorems are provided in Appendix.
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Figure 1.1: Dependency graph of theorems presented in the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Binary data
The world isn’t run by weapons
anymore, or energy, or money. It’s
run by little ones and zeroes, little
bits of data. It’s all just electrons.
Cosmo, Sneakers
Extracting patterns from binary data is an active subfield of data mining.
The most popular patterns are itemsets, sets of columns, that have unusually
high concentration of 1s. Originally, itemsets were used as intermediate result
for finding association rules [AMS+96, AIS93]. Nowadays, they are considered to
be interesting patterns on their own and they have other applications in addition
to association rules [MT96]. One major factor for the popularity of itemsets is
their anti-monotonicity property which allows using level-wise mining algorithms,
for example, Apriori [AMS+96].
The main theme of the thesis is to use itemsets as a surrogate for the original
binary data. We can think that the mined itemsets act like a summary of the
original data.
2.1 Binary data and Itemsets
We begin by defining basic concepts related to mining binary data. A binary binary data set
data set is a finite multiset of a binary vectors of length K. In other words, it
is a collection of elements from a space Ω = {0, 1}K . A single element of a data
set is called a transaction. The space Ω is called sample space and K is the transaction
sample spacedimension of Ω. The number of binary vectors in a data set D is denoted by
dimension|D|. It is customary to visualise binary data as a binary matrix of size |D| ×K
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attributes︷ ︸︸ ︷
a1 a2 a3
transactions

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
1 1 0
0 1 1
0 1 1
Table 2.1: An example of a binary data set represented as a binary matrix. The
data contains K = 3 attributes, namely a1, a2, and a3, and 6 transactions.
(see Table 2.1 for such an example). In this matrix the rows are the transactions.
Note that for our purposes the order of the transactions is irrelevant.
Let ω ∈ D be a randomly selected binary vector from D. We define an -
attribute ai to be the boolean random variable representing the ith componentattribute
of ω. If the data is represented as a matrix (see Table 2.1), then the attributes
represent the columns of the matrix. We set A = {a1, . . . , aK} to be the collection
of all attributes.
In the context of this work it is more convenient to talk about distributions
rather than data sets. We can represent a data set D by an empirical distributionempirical
distribution pD defined on a sample space Ω by setting
pD (a1 = ω1, . . . , aK = ωK) =
number of elements in D equal to ω
|D| ,
where ω ∈ Ω is a binary vector of length K, ωi is the ith element of ω, and ai
is the corresponding attribute, a boolean random variable representing the ith
dimension of the data set.
Example 2.1. Consider the data set given in Table 2.1. The data set has 3
attributes A = {a1, a2, a3} and 6 transactions. The corresponding empirical
distribution is
pD (a1 = 0, a2 = 0, a3 = 0) = 0, pD (a1 = 0, a2 = 0, a3 = 1) = 1/6,
pD (a1 = 0, a2 = 1, a3 = 0) = 1/6, pD (a1 = 0, a2 = 1, a3 = 1) = 1/3,
pD (a1 = 1, a2 = 0, a3 = 0) = 1/6, pD (a1 = 1, a2 = 0, a3 = 1) = 0,
pD (a1 = 1, a2 = 1, a3 = 0) = 1/6, pD (a1 = 1, a2 = 1, a3 = 1) = 0.
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We use some convenient abbreviations. Given a distribution p defined on Ω,
a set of attributes B = {b1, . . . , bL} ⊆ A,1 and a binary vector ω of length L,
we use p (B = ω) for p (b1 = ω1, . . . , bL = ωL). By writing p (B = 1) we mean
p (B = ω), where ω is a vector containing only 1s.
Example 2.2. Consider the distribution pD given in Example 2.1. Then, for
instance, we have
pD (a1a2 = 1) = 1/6, pD (a1 = 1) = 1/3,
pD (a2a3 = 1) = 1/3, pD (a3 = 1) = 1/2.
One of the most useful properties of binary data is that we can apply Boolean
logic. Assume that we are given a Boolean formula F defined on (a subset of)
the attributes A. Let SF : Ω→ {0, 1} be an indicator function, indicator function
SF (ω) =
{
1 ω satisfies F,
0 otherwise.
Given a distribution p, the frequency θF of F is then the probability of SF being frequency
1, that is, it is the mean θF = Ep[SF ].
Example 2.3. Consider the data set given in Table 2.1. Consider the formulae
F1 = a1, F2 = a2, F3 = a3, F4 = a1 ∧ a2, and F5 = a2 ∧ a3. For example, the
indicator function of F5 is
SF5(ω) =
{
1 ω2 = ω3 = 1,
0 otherwise.
There are 2 transactions that satisfy F5, namely transactions 5 and 6, hence the
frequency for F5 is θF5 =
1
3 . Similarly, the frequencies for the rest of the formulae
are θF1 =
1
3 , θF2 =
4
6 , θF3 =
1
2 , and θF4 =
1
6 .
Given a formula F , a frequency θ, we say that a distribution p satisfies the satisfies the
frequencyfrequency θ if Ep[SF ] = θ. We can easily extend these definitions for mul-
tiple Boolean formulae. If we have a family F = {F1, . . . , FN} of Boolean
formulae, then the frequencies θF = (θF1 , . . . , θFN ) is a vector containing N
elements. Similarly, the indicator function is SF : Ω → {0, 1}N , defined as
SF (ω) = (SF1(ω), . . . , SFN (ω)).
1We will rather use {b1, . . . , bL} instead of cumbersome
˘
ai1 , . . . , aiL
¯
.
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Example 2.4. We continue Example 2.3. Consider a family of formulae
F = {a1, a2, a3, a1 ∧ a2, a2 ∧ a3} .
Example 2.3 tells us that the corresponding frequencies are θF = 16 (2, 4, 3, 1, 2).
We can easily see that the empirical distribution pD given in Example 2.1 sat-
isfies the frequencies since EpD [SF ] = θF . The distribution pD is not the only
distribution satisfying θF . In fact, there are infinite number of such distributions.
For example, a distribution q defined as
q (a1 = 0, a2 = 0, a3 = 0) = 1/6, q (a1 = 0, a2 = 0, a3 = 1) = 1/6,
q (a1 = 0, a2 = 1, a3 = 0) = 1/6, q (a1 = 0, a2 = 1, a3 = 1) = 1/6,
q (a1 = 1, a2 = 0, a3 = 0) = 1/6, q (a1 = 1, a2 = 0, a3 = 1) = 0,
q (a1 = 1, a2 = 1, a3 = 0) = 0, q (a1 = 1, a2 = 1, a3 = 1) = 1/6.
also satisfies the frequencies.
Our special interest lies in conjunctive formulae, that is, formulae having
the form b1 ∧ · · · ∧ bL. Such formulae are called itemsets and they are usuallyitemsets
represented by a subset of attributes B = {b1, . . . , bL}. Often the condensed
notation is used B = b1 · · · bL. Note that if B is an itemset, then the frequency
θB can be expressed in a form p (B = 1).
Itemsets possess many useful properties, the most important one is the anti-
monotonic property:
Proposition 2.5. Assume that we are given two itemsets U and V such that
U ⊆ V , then the frequencies obey θU ≥ θV .
One of the largest research areas in binary data mining is retrieving σ-frequent
itemsets. In other words, given a data set (or a distribution), the frequency θB
of an itemset B is σ-frequent if θB ≥ σ. A family F of itemsets is said toσ-frequent
be downward closed or antimonotonic if each subset of each member of F isdownward closed
antimonotonic also included in F . Proposition 2.5 says that a family containing all σ-frequent
itemsets is downward closed.
Example 2.6. The 13 -frequent itemsets in Example 2.3 are ∅, a1, a2, a3, and
a2a3. Note that this family is downward closed.
Our main interest is to study the properties of downward closed families of
itemsets. The fundamental property of such families as that we are able to
express the frequency of a Boolean formula as a linear combination of frequencies
of itemsets. This is illustrated in the following example.
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Example 2.7. Let B = a1∨a2 be a disjunctive formula of two attributes. Let F
be a family of itemsets F = {a1, a2, a1a2}. We can express the indicator function
SB as a linear combination of indicator functions of itemsets:
SB = Sa1 + Sa2 − Sa1a2 .
Given a distribution p we can express the frequency of H as
θB = Ep[SB ] = Ep[Sa1 ] + Ep[Sa2 ]− Ep[Sa1a2 ] = θa1 + θa2 − θa1a2 .
The following theorem states the property of downward families of itemsets
used in the previous example.
Theorem 2.8 (Proposition 1 in [MT96]). Let F be a downward closed family of
itemsets along with the frequencies θF . Let p be a distribution satisfying θF . Let
B be a Boolean formula and let SB be its indicator function. If we assume that
B depends only on variables that are contained in some member of F , then there
is a set of constants {uC} not depending of θF such that
θB = Ep[SB ] =
∑
C⊆B
uCθC ,
where C ranges over all subsets of B.
More generally, if B = {B1, . . . , BM} is a collection of Boolean formulae such
that a formula Bi depends only on variables containing in some member of F ,
then there is a matrix U of size |B| × |F| not depending of θF such that
θB = Ep[SB] = UθF .
The immediate corollary of Theorem 2.8 states that certain marginal distri-
butions obtained from a distribution satisfying the frequencies are unique. We
illustrate this with the following toy example.
Example 2.9. Consider two attributes a and b and let their frequencies be
θa = 0.5 and θb = 0.6. Assume two distributions p and q being
p (a = 1, b = 1) = 0.5, p (a = 0, b = 1) = 0.1,
p (a = 1, b = 0) = 0.0, p (a = 0, b = 0) = 0.4
and
q (a = 1, b = 1) = 0.3, q (a = 0, b = 1) = 0.3,
q (a = 1, b = 0) = 0.2, q (a = 0, b = 0) = 0.2.
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Although p and q are different distributions, they both satisfy the itemsets a and
b. This implies that
p (a = 1) = q (a = 1) , p (a = 0) = q (a = 0) ,
p (b = 1) = q (b = 1) , p (b = 0) = q (b = 0) .
In other words, p and q are equal when they are marginalised to a (or to b).
We generalise the preceeding example in the following corollary of Theo-
rem 2.8.
Corollary 2.10. Let F be a downward closed family of itemsets and let θF be
the corresponding frequencies. Let B = b1 · · · bL ∈ F be an itemset from F . If
p and q satisfy the frequencies θF , then p (B = ω) = q (B = ω) for any ω. In
other words, the distribution obtained by ignoring the attributes outside B from
a distribution p is unique.
This corollary combined with the theory of Markov Random Fields (Chap-
ter 4) will play a crucial role in Chapter 6.
In addition to itemsets, there are also other families of Boolean functions that
satisfy Theorem 2.8. A parity formula B = b1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ bL, where ⊕ is the XOR-parity formula
operator, returns 1 if and only if and odd number of the variables bi are equal
to 1. We can express parity functions as a linear combination of conjunctive
functions and visa versa.
Example 2.11. Let us continue Example 2.3. Consider the following parity
functions H1 = a1, H2 = a2, H3 = a3, H4 = a1 ⊕ a2, and H3 = a2 ⊕ a3 and let
their frequencies be θH = 16 (2, 4, 3, 4, 3). We know that
Sa⊕b = Sa + Sb − 2Sab.
This implies that
θa⊕b = E[Sa⊕b] = E[Sa] + E[Sb]− 2E[Sab] = θa + θb − 2θab.
We can restate this connection by using vector notation. Let U be
U =

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 −2 0
0 1 1 0 −2
 .
Recall that the frequencies in Example 2.3 were θF = 16 (2, 4, 3, 1, 2). By multi-
plying θF with U we obtain a vector
UθF =
1
6
(2, 4, 3, 4, 3)
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that corresponds to the parity frequencies θH. It is important to note that U is
invertible, that is, we can transform parity frequencies into itemset frequencies
by a linear transformation.
The following proposition generalises the preceeding example.
Proposition 2.12. Let F be a downward closed family of itemsets. Define
H = {b1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ bL; B = {b1, . . . , bL} ∈ F}
to be the set of corresponding parity formulae. Then there is an invertible matrix
U such that θH = UθF .
The proof of the theorem is provided in Appendix A.1.
The theorem tells us that once we know the frequencies for itemsets, then
we can deduce by linear transformation to parity formulae without making any
additional queries from the data set. We can also deduce itemsets from parity
formulae. In other words, parity formulae and itemsets contain essentially the
same information. This idea turns out to be important in Chapter 7 in which we
study the distances between data sets.
The reason why we are interested in parity formulae is that the frequencies
are very regular when computed from the uniform distribution. This regularity
enables us to ease the computational burden when solving the distances discussed
in Chapter 7.
Proposition 2.13 (Lemma 8 in Publication I). Let B1 and B2 be two parity
formulae such that B1 6= B2. Let p be the uniform distribution defined on Ω.
Then, Ep[SB1 ] =
1
2 and Ep[SB1SB2 ] =
1
4 .
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Chapter 3
Linear Programming for
Predicting Itemset Frequencies
Our need for understanding Linear Programming (LP) stems from Chapter 6. In
that chapter we study the problem of deducing the frequency of an itemset from
a known set of itemsets. We provide a sneak peak of this scenario in the following
example.
Example 3.1. Assume that we are given two attributes, namely a and b. Assume
also that we have the frequency for a equal to 0.5 and, similarly, 0.6 for b. We
wish to find a distribution p having the highest possible frequency p (ab = 1) for
the itemset ab while at the same time having p (a = 1) = 0.5 and p (b = 1) = 0.6.
In this particular case the distribution is equal to
p (a = 1, b = 1) = 0.5, p (a = 0, b = 1) = 0.1,
p (a = 1, b = 0) = 0.0, p (a = 0, b = 0) = 0.4.
Hence, the maximum frequency for ab is 0.5.
We study the problems similar to the one given in Example 3.1 in Chapter 6.
It turns out that these problems can be solved with LP.
Linear programming is perhaps the most classical constrained optimisation
problem. The modern theory of LP was developed during the decades 1930–
1950, however, the roots go as far as the 18th century. In those decades, the need
for solving optimisation problems sprang from the industrial and military man-
agement, especially in the United States of America. World War II and the Great
Depression had influences on these developments, as well as rapid development
of computers. Perhaps the most important important event, a breakthrough, is
the invention of Simplex, an algorithm for solving linear program, by George
15
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Dantzig in 1947. Another famous event was the conference at the University of
Chicago in 1949, arranged by Tjalling Koopmans under the sponsorship of the
Cowles Commission for Research in Economics. At the conference the power of
linear programming was demonstrated through different military and industrial
applications. The articles of the conference are available in [Koo51]. A reader
interested in the history of the development of Linear Programming Theory is
advised to chapters 1–2 in [Dan63] and the introduction in [Koo51].
In this chapter we represent rudimentary theory of Linear Programming. In
Section 3.1 we LP and analyse its solutions. In Section 3.2 we review some of
widely known solving algorithms.
3.1 Theory
In this section we define the linear program and using geometrical intuition ex-
plain how the solution of the problem is found.
In the standard form of linear program, we are given a vector c ∈ RN , a
M ×N matrix A, and a vector b ∈ RM . Linear program involves in finding real
vector x ∈ RN such that the following optimisation problem is solved:
min cTx
Ax = b
x ≥ 0
(3.1)
In other words, we are asked to minimise cTx under certain constraining
conditions. A set containing the vectors x satisfying the constraints is called -
feasible set . The problem given in Eq. 3.1 is known as LP in standard form. Therefeasible set
standard form are alternative ways of stating the same problem but they can be polynomically
reduced into the standard form [PS98, Section 2.1].
Example 3.2. Let us consider the following linear program:
min c1x1 + c2x2 + c3x3
x1 + x2 = 1
x1 + 2x3 = 1
x1, x2, x3 ≥ 0.
Here we have denoted xi as the ith component of a vector x ∈ R3 and ci as the
ith component of a vector c ∈ R3. The feasible set of this program is a segment
lying in R3 and having (1, 0, 0) and
(
0, 1, 12
)
as end points. The program is in
standard form. By combining the conditions we can rewrite the problem in a
simpler form
16
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min
(
c1 − c2 − 12c3
)
x1 + 2
1 ≥ x1 ≥ 0.
We see that the solution is attained, depending on the sign of c1 − c2 − 12c3,
either at (1, 0, 0) or
(
0, 1, 12
)
, the end points of the feasible set. If c1−c2− 12c3 = 0,
then c is orthogonal with the feasible set and any point has the minimal value.
From now on, we will assume that the feasible set is not empty and that there
exists a finite solution.
We have seen from Example 3.2 that the optimal solution was always a corner
point (a vertex) of the feasible set. In general, the feasible set is a polytope lying
in RN . Scaling the vector c does not change the outcome of LP, hence we can
assume that the length of c is 1. Let x be a vector in the feasible set. Then cTx
is the length of the orthogonal projection of x into c (See Figure 3.1).
 c
 x
  p
Feasible set
Figure 3.1: A geometrical interpretation of Linear Programming. The feasible
set in this case is a triangle. If we assume that the vector c has length 1 and
that x is a point from the feasible set, then cTx is the length of vector p, the
orthogonal projection of x into c.
This geometrical interpretation reveals us the following theorem:
Theorem 3.3 (Theorems 2.4 and 2.6 in [PS98]). There exists a vertex x of the
feasible set of given LP such that x results the optimal value of LP.
There exists a clever algebraic way of expressing the vertices of the feasible
set. Consider the M × N matrix A in Eq. 3.1. We may safely assume that
N ≥ M and that the rank of A is M . Otherwise, we can reduce the number of
constraints, so that the condition holds.
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Assume now that we are given a set U = {ui} ⊆ {1, . . . , N} of M integers.
Let AU be a submatrix of A containing only the columns corresponding to U .
Assume that AU is invertible. Let xui = A
−1
U bi, and 0 for the rest entries. Such
x is called basic solution. The vector x satisfies Ax = b in Eq. 3.1, but it is notbasic solution
guaranteed that x has only positive elements. However, if this is the case, then
x is called basic feasible solution (BFS).basic feasible
solution The following theorem shows that the vertices of the feasible set and BFS’s
are equivalent concepts.
Theorem 3.4 (Theorems 2.4 and 2.6 in [PS98]). A basic feasible solution x is
a vertex of the feasible set. In the other direction, if x is a vertex, then there is
U such that xui = A
−1
U bi, and 0 for the rest entries. Consequently, there exists a
basic feasible solution producing the optimal value for LP.
Example 3.5. Consider the standard form of LP and assume that we have
N = 3, M = 1, A = [1, 2, 3], and b = 1. The feasible set is a triangle having the
vertices (1, 0, 0),
(
0, 12 , 0
)
, and
(
0, 0, 13
)
. Let U = {1}, V = {2}, andW = {3}. We
have AU = 1, AV = 2, AW = 3. Hence the basic solutions are x = (1, 0, 0), y =(
0, 12 , 0
)
, and z =
(
0, 0, 13
)
. These solutions are all feasible and they correspond
to the vertices of the feasible area.
Example 3.6. Let us consider Example 3.2. The condition variables in this case
are
A =
[
1 1 0
1 0 2
]
, b =
[
1
1
]
.
Let U = {1, 2}, V = {2, 3}, and W = {1, 3}. The submatrices are
AU =
[
1 1
1 0
]
, AV =
[
1 0
0 2
]
, AW =
[
1 0
1 2
]
.
The corresponding basic solutions are x = (1, 0, 0), y =
(
0, 1, 12
)
, and z = (1, 0, 0).
We see that these solutions are feasible and they correspond to the vertices of
the feasible set.
We have interest in investigating the complexity problems involved with linear
programming. Hence, Theorem 3.4 has the following important corollary:
Theorem 3.7 (Lemma 2.1 in [PS98]). There is a solution x for LP having only
M non-zero elements. Also, if A and b contains rational elements expressed with
L bits, then we can express a non-zero element of x in f(M,L) bits, where f is
a function of polynomial growth.
In complexity theory we are often required to provide a polynomial-size cer-
tificate. Theorem 3.7 allows us to use the optimal solution x as a certificate (if
we needed to) because we can express it in polynomial space.
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3.2 Algorithms Solving Linear Programs
While the theory of Linear Programming is straightforward and simple, solving
LP in practice is a complex task.
The most known algorithm for solving LP is Simplex [Dan51]. Roughly Simplex
put, the algorithm solves the problem by finding the best basic feasible solution
using a hill-climbing approach. The algorithm is easy to implement and it works
fairly well in practice. However, there is a major drawback: The number of
basic feasible solutions (vertices of the feasible set) can be exponential. We
can construct a problem such that finding the optimal solution using Simplex
requires an exponential number of steps [PS98, Section 8.6].
The question whether LP can be solved in polynomial time remained open
until Ellipsoid Algorithm was introduced in [Kha79]. The algorithm does solve Ellipsoid
Algorithmthe problem in polynomial time but it is highly complex and cumbersome. Hence,
while this algorithm has important theoretical value, it is not used in practice.
A modern polynomial-time algorithm used for solving LP is called Primal- Primal-Dual
Path-Following
Algorithm
Dual Path-Following Algorithm [BSS93, Section 9.5]. The idea is that we
remove the condition x ≥ 0 from Eq. 3.1 and instead of minimising cTx we
minimise cTx− µ∑j log xj , where µ is some small constant. We can show that
by letting µ approach 0, the solution of this modified problem approaches the
optimal solution of the original LP problem.
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Chapter 4
Markov Random Field Theory for
Optimising Prediction of Itemset
Frequencies
In Chapter 2 we considered distributions defined over a sample sample Ω, the
set of all binary vectors of length K. Although, these distributions have finite
number of elements, they are too large to work with. However, we are able
to reduce the number of free parameters by using the techniques from Markov
Random Field (MRF) theory.
Our interest in MRFs is somewhat unorthodox. We are mainly interested
in decomposable distributions. Such distributions can be expressed efficiently —
the MRF theory states that we need only the cliques of a certain graph. In Chap-
ter 6 we use these decomposable distributions, and especially Proposition 4.9, to
drastically ease the computational burden of one of our main tasks considered in
this work. In order to justify our need for MRF theory even further we consider
the following example.
Example 4.1. Let us consider Example 3.1. We have two attributes a and b
with the corresponding the frequencies 0.5 and 0.6, respectively. The maximum
value for the frequency of ab is 0.5. Now consider adding a third attribute c with
a frequency 0.3. We wish to find a distribution p maximising the frequency for
ab and having p (a = 1) = 0.5, p (b = 1) = 0.6, p (c = 1) = 0.3. It turns out that
the maximum frequency of ab is again 0.5. In fact, the frequency of c does not
play any role in maximising the frequency for ab. To see this, note that we can
expand any distribution satisfying itemsets a and b into a full joint distribution
satisfying itemsets a, b, and c.
The reason that we were able to prune out the attribute c in Example 4.1
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is that we did not have any constraints on itemsets ac and bc. We will see
in Chapter 6 that MRF Theory provides a neat framework for identifying the
attributes that can be pruned.
Frameworks for graph-based modelling in order to represent efficiently multi-
variate distributions were developed in the late 1980’s [Pea88, LS90]. The causal-
ity between the attributes is expressed by a directed (acyclic) graph. Such con-
cepts had led into research area called graphical modelling. Markov Random
Fields (MRF) can be considered as undirected version of Bayesian networks.
4.1 Theory
In this section we introduce the basic concepts of Markov Random Fields. We
explain how to obtain junction tree from the dependency graph and using the
junction tree obtain a decomposition for certain distributions. For more detailed
description on Markov Random Fields see e.g., [CDLS99].
A major part of Markov Random Field theory, and the part in which we are
interested, is the way of expressing distributions effectively. To illustrate the
situation, let us provide a simple example:
Example 4.2. Consider K binary variables ai, i = 1, . . . ,K. Without any
assumptions, to express a joint distribution p of these variables, we need to store
2K elements. On other hand, if we assume that the variables are independent,
then we can express the distribution p as
p (a1, . . . , aK) = p (a1) · · · p (aK) . (4.1)
To express such a distribution, we need to store only K elements.
Generally speaking, consider that we have K binary random variables ai In
this case, a joint distribution contains 2K elements. However, if we make some
assumptions (very similar to the independence assumption in Example 4.2), MRF
theory allows us to express the distributions more succinctly.
Our interest is to study decomposable distributions. We have already seen
one group of such distributions in Example 4.2 but the independence model is
very strict. We will consider more general case by applying MRF concept.
Let us consider an undirected graph G = (V,E) containingK nodes V = {vi};
a node vi represents the random variable ai. We say that nodes vi and vj are
connected if there is an edge (vi, vj). The edges of the graph represent the de-connected nodes
pendencies between the variables ai. Roughly put, an edge (vi, vj) tells us that
we have some dependency between ai and aj and hence these variables should
not be split in different components. Note that if the graph has no edges, then
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this property is equal to the independence assumption demonstrated in Exam-
ple 4.2. Our goal is to decompose p into components similarly to decomposition
demonstrated in Eq. 4.1.
Our next goal is to make sure that the dependency graph is regular enough. In
order to this, we need to introduce some concepts from graph theory. A cycle is cycle
a set of nodes {v1, . . . , vN} ⊆ V such that vj and vj+1 are connected, and v1 and
vN are connected. Any possible additional edges between the nodes {v1, . . . , vN}
are called chord edges. A cycle without chord edges is called chordless. A graph chord
chordlessis called triangulated if there are no chordless cycles.
triangulated
Example 4.3. Consider the graph given in Figure 4.1(a). There is a chordless
cycle a–b–c–d. This cycle can be removed, for example, by adding a chord edge a–
c. We see that the resulting graph (Figure 4.1(b)) contains no chordless cycles and
it is therefore triangulated. Note that this is not the only possible triangulation,
adding a chord b–d results also a triangulated graph.
a
b
c
d
e
(a) A non-triangulated graph
a
bc
d
e
(b) A triangulated graph
Figure 4.1: An example of a non-triangulated graph and a graph resulting from
a triangulation process. In the left graph there is a chordless cycle a–b–c–d. This
cycle is removed in the right graph by adding a chord a–c.
We will see that a triangulated graph possesses useful properties but let us
consider how we can triangulate the graph G. The idea is to find the chordless
cycles and add the missing edges until no chordless cycle can be found. A simple
algorithm, called Elimination Algorithm, iteratively picks a node vi, connects Elimination
Algorithmits immediate neighbours, and delete the node [CDLS99, Section 4.4.1]. The
graph G with the edges added during the elimination process is guaranteed to be
triangulated.
Let us assume that G is triangulated. Consider an undirected graph H having
a node Ci for each clique of G. Two nodes Ci and Cj are connected in H if they
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share a node in G. The graph H is called the clique graph of G. Let us fixclique graph
Ci ∈ V (H) and Cj ∈ V (H) and assume that they are connected by an edge
S ∈ E(H). We associate a set of mutual nodes (lying in V (G)) Cj ∩ Cj to the
edge S. This set is called a separator .separator
Example 4.4. Let us continue Example 4.3. The cliques of the graph in Fig-
ure 4.1(b) are abc, acd, and ae. The separators are abc ∩ acd = ac, abc ∩ ae = a,
and acd ∩ ae = a. The resulting clique graph H (given in Figure 4.2) is a trian-
gle. In the figure, the oval nodes are the cliques and the square nodes are the
separators.
abc acd
ae
(a) A clique graph
abc
ac
acd
a
ae
a
(b) A clique graph with separators
Figure 4.2: A clique graph of the graph G given in Figure 4.1(b). The oval nodes
are the cliques of G and the square nodes are the separators, that is, intersections
of the immediate cliques.
Assume for simplicity that the clique graph H is connected. Consider a span-
ning tree T of H. Select two cliques Ci and Cj sharing a mutual node v. We
say that Ci and Cj have running intersection property if the intermediate cliquesrunning
intersection
property
connecting Ci and Cj in T contain also v. If this property holds for any pair of
cliques Ci and Cj sharing a mutual node, then we say that the tree T has the
running intersection property. Such a tree is called junction tree. There can bejunction tree
several junction trees and not all spanning trees are junction trees.
Example 4.5. We continue Example 4.4. There are three possible spanning
trees (illustrated in Figure 4.3) of the clique graph given in Figure 4.2. However,
only two of these are junction trees. The tree in Figure 4.3(c) does not satisfy the
running intersection property because the node c is not included in ae, a clique
lying on a path between the cliques abc and acd.
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abc
acd
ae
(a) A junction tree
acd
abc
ae
(b) A junction tree
abc
ae
acd
(c) A spanning tree
Figure 4.3: Spanning trees of the clique graph given in Figure 4.2. The tree in
Figure 4.3(c) does not satisfy the running intersection property since the node c
is not included in ae. The left and the centre tree are junction trees.
The following states that junction trees always exist, if G is triangulated.
Theorem 4.6 (Theorems 4.4 and 4.6 in [CDLS99]). If the graph G is triangulated
and connected, then there exists a junction tree T , that is, a spanning tree of the
clique graph H satisfying the running intersection property.
Let T be a junction tree. Let C = {C1, . . . , CN} be the set of cliques (the
nodes of the clique graph H) and let {S1, . . . , SN−1} be the separators of the
junction tree. We say that a distribution p is decomposable with respect to T if decomposable
distributionp has a form
p (a1, . . . , aK) =
N∏
i=1
p (Ci) /
N−1∏
j=1
p (Sj) .
There are several reasons why we are interested in decomposable distribu-
tions. The first reason is that storing such distributions requires less space as the
following example demonstrates.
Example 4.7. We continue Examples 4.3–4.5. Assume that we have 5 binary
variables and that the dependency graph is given in Figure 4.1. The number of
elements in a general joint distribution is 25 = 32. However, if p is decomposable
with respect to tree given in Figure 4.3(a), then p has the form
p (a, b, c) p (a, c, d) p (a, e)
p (a, c) p (a)
.
Since we can obtain the separator components p (ac) and p (a) from the clique
components, we need to store only the clique components. The total number of
elements in the components is 23 + 23 + 22 = 20.
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The second reason is seen in a way the decomposition takes into account the
dependency edges of the graph G. If we have a fully connected set of nodes W
in G, then there is a clique that contains W . The following theorem follows.
Proposition 4.8. Let G be a graph and let T be its junction tree. Assume that
W is a set of fully connected nodes in G. Then there is a component C in T such
that W ⊆ C. Consequently, if the distribution is decomposed using T , there there
is a component in the decomposition containing W .
Final (and the most important) reason is in the way we can compose a joint
distribution from the components
Proposition 4.9. Let T be a junction tree. Let C = {C1, . . . , CN} be the corre-
sponding set of cliques and let {S1, . . . , SN−1} be the separators of T . Assume that
for each cliques Ci we have a distribution pi defined on Ci. Assume also that for
two connected (in T ) cliques Ci and Cj the components pi and pj are equivalent
when marginalised to the separator. Then, there is a decomposable distribution
p with respect to T such that marginalising p to Ci produces pi. Moreover, p is
equal to
p (a1, . . . , aK) =
N∏
i=1
pi (Ci) /
N−1∏
j=1
pj (Sj) .
The proof of the theorem is provided in Appendix A.2.
Example 4.10. We continue Example 4.7. Consider the following three distri-
butions
p1(abc = (0, 0, 0)) = 0/8, p1(abc = (0, 0, 1)) = 3/8,
p1(abc = (0, 1, 0)) = 1/8, p1(abc = (0, 1, 1)) = 1/8,
p1(abc = (1, 0, 0)) = 0/8, p1(abc = (1, 0, 1)) = 2/8,
p1(abc = (1, 1, 0)) = 0/8, p1(abc = (1, 1, 1)) = 1/8,
p2(acd = (0, 0, 0)) = 1/8, p2(acd = (0, 0, 1)) = 0/8,
p2(acd = (0, 1, 0)) = 2/8, p2(acd = (0, 1, 1)) = 2/8,
p2(acd = (1, 0, 0)) = 0/8, p2(acd = (1, 0, 1)) = 0/8,
p2(acd = (1, 1, 0)) = 2/8, p2(acd = (1, 1, 1)) = 1/8,
and
p3(ae = (0, 0)) = 3/8, p3(ae = (0, 1)) = 2/8,
p3(ae = (1, 0)) = 2/8, p3(ae = (1, 1)) = 1/8.
The distributions p3 and p2 match at the separator a
p3(a = 0) = p2(a = 0) = 5/8,
p3(a = 1) = p2(a = 1) = 3/8.
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Also, the distributions p1 and p2 match at the separator ac
p1(ac = (0, 0)) = p2(ac = (0, 0)) = 1/8,
p1(ac = (0, 1)) = p2(ac = (0, 1)) = 4/8,
p1(ac = (1, 0)) = p2(ac = (1, 0)) = 0/8,
p1(ac = (1, 1)) = p2(ac = (1, 1)) = 3/8.
Theorem 4.9 now states that there is a distribution p having the marginals
p(a, b, c) = p1(a, b, c) , p(a, c, d) = p2(a, c, d) , p(a, e) = p3(a, e) .
In other words, as long as the component distributions match at the separa-
tors, we can join them to create a joint distribution. The total number of variables
in the components is usually drastically smaller than the number of variables in a
full joint distribution. These savings help us to reduce the computational burden
of the problems introduced in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
Kullback-Leibler Divergence for
Ranking Itemsets
In this chapter we briefly review the theory related to information entropy and
Kullback-Leibler divergence. The idea of information entropy in the context
of communication theory was introduced introduced by Shannon in [Sha48], al-
though the concept of thermodynamical entropy already existed in physics. Kull-
back and Leibler introduced Kullback-Leibler divergence in [KL51].
A concept that we are particularly interested in is the principle of maximum
entropy which is discussed in Section 5.2. The idea was adopted from physics by
Jaynes in [Jay57].
Concepts introduced in this chapter are used in Section 6.5. In that section
we consider a ranking measure of itemsets by comparing the prediction made by
Maximum Entropy against the actual value obtained from the data set. The dif-
ference is measured using Kullback-Leibler divergence. To motivate this chapter
we provide the following sneak-peak example.
Example 5.1. We continue Example 3.1. Assume that we have two attributes
a and b with the corresponding the frequencies 0.5 and 0.6, respectively. What
value for the frequency of ab we expect to have? One approach is to consider the
independence model, that is, the distribution p defined as
p (a = 1, b = 1) = 0.5× 0.6, p (a = 0, b = 1) = (1− 0.5)× 0.6,
p (a = 1, b = 0) = 0.5× (1− 0.6) , p (a = 0, b = 0) = (1− 0.5)× (1− 0.6) .
This is, in fact, the Maximum Entropy distribution satisfying the itemsets a and
b. Now consider seeing the actual frequency of ab and assume that it is equal to
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0.5. The empirical distribution is equal in this case
q (a = 1, b = 1) = 0.5, q (a = 0, b = 1) = 0.1,
q (a = 1, b = 0) = 0.0, q (a = 0, b = 0) = 0.4.
Our measure for the significance of ab is the difference between q and p, which
is measured using Kullback-Leibler divergence. In this particular case, we have
KL(q; p) = 0.42.
5.1 Definitions
In this section we will define Kullback-Leibler divergence, an asymmetric distance
between two distributions, and the related quantity called entropy.
The distributions in this chapter are defined on the sample space Ω, a set of
binary vectors of length K. However, we should point out that the concepts of
this chapter work directly with any other finite space. The finiteness of Ω enables
us to define a distribution as a function p : Ω → [0, 1] mapping a point ω ∈ Ω
to a number between 0 and 1 such that
∑
ω∈Ω p(ω) = 1. This naïve approach
is adequate for our purposes but it should be kept in mind that the concepts
introduced in this section can be expanded to arbitrary distributions.
We define the entropy of a distribution p to beentropy
E(p) = −
∑
ω∈Ω
p(ω) log p(ω).
Here we use the natural logarithm and we use the convention 0 · log 0 = 0.
Example 5.2. Consider the distribution q given in Example 5.1. The entropy
is equal to
E(q) = −0.5 log (0.5)− 0.1 log (0.1)− 0 log (0)− 0.4 log (0.4) = 0.94.
Theorem 5.3 (Lemma 2.2.1 and Theorem 2.6.4 in [CT91]). The entropy E(p) is
a finite positive number. Among all the distributions defined on Ω, the uniform
distribution has the largest entropy.
Assume that we are given two distributions p and q. We say that q is -
absolutely continuous with respect to p if p(ω) = 0 implies that q(ω) = 0. Givenabsolutely
continuous p and q such that q is absolutely continuous with respect to p we define the
Kullback-Leibler divergence to beKullback-Leibler
divergence
KL(q; p) =
∑
ω∈Ω
q(ω) log
q(ω)
p(ω)
.
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If q is not absolutely continuous with respect to p, then the divergence KL(q; p)
is defined to be infinite.
Example 5.4. The divergence between q and p given in Example 5.1 is
KL(q; p) = 0.5 log
(
0.5
0.3
)
+ 0.1 log
(
0.1
0.3
)
+ 0 log
(
0
0.2
)
+ 0.4 log
(
0.4
0.2
)
= 0.42.
Theorem 5.5 (Theorem 3.1 in [Kul68]). The divergence KL(q; p) is a finite pos-
itive number if q is absolutely continuous with respect to p, and infinite otherwise.
We have that KL(q; p) = 0 if and only if p equals to q.
Assume that p is the uniform distribution, then
KL(q; p) =
∑
ω∈Ω
q(ω) log
p(ω)
|Ω|−1 = −E(q) + log |Ω| .
Hence, we can see the entropy E(q) as a measure of closeness (in a Kullback-
Leibler sense) of q to the uniform distribution: The higher the entropy, the closer
is q to the uniform distribution.
The following theorem describes a possible interpretation of the values pro-
duced by the divergence.
Theorem 5.6 (Section 5.6 in [Kul68]). Let p(ω; θ) be a family of distributions
parametrised by a vector θ ∈ RK . Given θ0, let D be a collection of n independent
points sampled from a distribution p(ω; θ0). Let θn be an estimate of θ0 from D.
Then, under some broad regularity conditions1, we have that
2n
∑
ω∈Ω
p(ω; θn) log
p(ω; θn)
p(ω; θ0)
converges weakly into a χ2 distribution with K degrees of freedom, as n goes into
infinity.
The theorem is stated but not proven in [Kul68]. We provide a proof for the
case of a finite sample space Appendix A.3. The finite case is sufficient for our
purposes.
According to the theorem we can use the quantity 2nKL(θn; θ0) as a statistical
test by comparing the P-value P
(
χ2(K) < 2nKL(θn; θ0)
)
to the selected risk
threshold.
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5.2 Maximum Entropy
Our next topic, Maximum Entropy , is closely related to the Kullback-LeiblerMaximum Entropy
divergence. Assume that we are given a function S : Ω→ RK mapping a sample
ω ∈ Ω into a vector of length K. Assume also that we are given a vector θ ∈ RK .
We say that a distribution p satisfies θ ifsatisfies
θ = Ep[S] =
∑
ω∈Ω
p(ω)S(ω),
that is, the mean of S taken with respect to p is equals to θ. We denote the set
of all distributions satisfying θ by P(S, θ), that is,
P(S, θ) = {p; Ep[S] = θ} .
Assume that the set P(S, θ) is not empty. We denote the distribution from
P(S, θ) having the maximal entropy by p∗. Note that p∗ depends on S and θ but
we have ignored these variables from the notation for the sake of clarity. The
distribution p∗ can be expressed with an exponential form.exponential form
Theorem 5.7 (Theorem 3.1 in [Csi75]). Let S : Ω → RK be a function and let
θ be a vector of length K. Assume that P(S, θ) is not empty and let p∗ be the
distribution maximising the entropy. There exists a vector r ∈ RK , a real number
r0, and a set Z ⊆ Ω such that
p∗(ω) =
{
exp
(
r0 + rTS(ω)
)
, if ω /∈ Z
0 , if ω ∈ Z .
Moreover, for every q ∈ P(S, θ) and ω ∈ Z we have q(ω) = 0.
Example 5.8. Assume our sample space is the set of all binary vectors of length
K, that is, Ω = {0, 1}K . Let S(ω) = ω. The mean θ = E[S(ω)] is now a vector
containing the margins of the individual attributes, that is, θi = p(ai = 1).
Theorem 5.7 now states that p∗ has the form
p∗(ω) = exp
(
r0 + rTS(ω)
)
= exp (r0)
K∏
i=1
exp (riωi) .
Define pi(ai = 1) = θi and pi(ai = 0) = 1−θi. It turns out that pi is proportional
to exp (riωi). Thus we must have
p∗(ω) = p1(ω1)p2(ω2) · · · pK(ωK).
This is the distribution related to the independence model. For example, the
distribution p in Example 5.1 obeys the independence model.
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In practice, the distribution p∗ is solved using the Iterative Scaling Algo- Iterative Scaling
Algorithmrithm. The algorithm was introduced in its modern form in [DR72]. However,
the basic idea was introduced originally in [DS40], where the authors considered
the problem of solving cell probabilities in the contingency tables. The algo-
rithm applies Theorem 5.7 in the following way: Instead of exploring the space
of distributions satisfying θ, the algorithm searches the distribution of an expo-
nential form that satisfies θ. Theorem 5.7 guarantees that once such distribution
is found, it will have the maximal entropy. The algorithm works in an iterative
fashion: Assume that p is the current distribution, and let θold = Ep[S]. The
algorithm picks a new distribution q such that θnew = Eq[S] is closer to θ than
θold was [DR72, Theorem 1]. The step is repeated with q replacing p. Under
certain conditions the algorithm can be speeded up considerably by decomposing
the distributions [JP95].
1The exact conditions are stated in Appendix A.3.
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Chapter 6
Predicting Itemset Frequencies
A large portion of the literature related to mining binary data deals with finding
frequent itemsets or condensing them into smaller space. Itemsets can be viewed
as a summary of the relevant information of the data set. We will focus on a
scenario where the original data is replaced by a family of itemsets. Such an
scenario is interesting theoretically and computationally, but it can also occur in
practice in privacy-preserving data mining where the researcher has no access to
the original data, instead he is given a family of itemsets. Namely, we consider
a specific problem of finding the frequency of an unknown itemset from a set of
known itemsets. This classic problem can be reduced to a linear program. Un-
fortunately, the solution is intractable since the program contains an exponential
amount of variables. However, we can greatly reduce the number of variables by
applying ideas from Markov Field Theory.
We begin by defining the query problem and reducing it to a linear program
in Section 6.1. We point out in Section 6.2 that the query problem is intractable,
unless P = NP. In Sections 6.3 and 6.4 we discuss how can we reduce the
number of variables in the linear program. In Section 6.5 we define a framework
for ranking itemsets based on the information available from sub-itemsets.
Contribution of the papers. This chapter is based on Publications II, III,
and IV.
In Publication II we show that the query problems we are considering are in-
tractable: Finding the possible frequencies of an itemset from a family of known
itemsets is NP-hard. In the paper, the problems Consistent and MaxQuery
can be seen as special case of FreqSAT, an NP-complete problem introduced
in [Cal04, Cal03]. In FreqSAT, the constraining family of itemsets need not to
be downward closed and we are also allowed to have inequality constraints. The
proof for the NP-hardness of FreqSAT given in [Cal03] is actually a valid proof
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for Consistent although this is not explicitly mentioned. In a more general sce-
nario we are allowed to have conditional first-order logic sentences as constraints
and queries [Luk01]. In PSat, a famous NP-complete problem, we are given a
CNF-formula, a frequency for each clause, and we are asked to find a distribution
satisfying these frequencies [GKP88]. The construction in the paper resembles
the technique used in [Coo90], in which it is used to prove that the interference
of Belief Networks is NP-hard.
The query problem can be reduced to linear program [Hai65]. The reduc-
tion, however, contains an exponential number of variables with respect to the
number of attributes. To remedy this problem the attributes outside the query
are ignored [BSH04, PMS03]. In Publication III we show that this may change
the outcome. We develop a novel idea of safe sets, a set of attributes that are
guaranteed to produce the right outcome for the query. We present a polynomial
algorithm for finding the minimal safe sets. We also present a heuristic for find-
ing restricted safe sets, that is, sets with a limited number of attributes. In our
experiments, using restricted safe sets improves 10% of the queries in which the
restricted safe set is larger than the actual query.
In Publication IV we study the idea of ranking itemsets based on their devi-
ation from the prediction. Namely, we are given a set of known itemsets and a
query itemset. We use the Maximum Entropy principle to predict the contingency
table and compare it using Kullback-Leibler divergence against the actual con-
tingency table obtained from the data set. Our prediction method is equivalent
to the approach used in [PMS03].
Many measures has been suggested for ranking itemsets [AY98, Omi03, AIS93,
GCB07, DP01], association rules [PS91, BMUT97, AIS93, JS02], and other re-
lated patterns [BMS97, HHM+07]. In many of these works the comparison is
based on the independence model [BMS97, AY98, DP01, GCB07, PS91, BMUT97].
In some approaches the frequency is compared to a more flexible model. For in-
stance, in [JS04, JS05] the frequency of an itemset is compared to an estimate
obtained from the Bayes network. In [Meo00] the authors introduce the concept
of dependence value, a difference between the actual frequency of an itemset and
its Maximum Entropy estimate.
A special case of our framework results in a measure that ranks itemsets
based on their deviation from the independence model. On the other hand, our
proposal allows us to use richer models, such as, discrete Gaussian model. Our
technique resembles greatly the active interestingness in [JS02] in which Kullback-
Leibler divergence along with the Maximum Entropy principle is used for ranking
association rules.
In a related work [HHM+07] the authors seek tree patterns with low entropy.
In this approach interesting patterns would be those trees that have strong cor-
relations compared to our approach in which interesting patterns would be the
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contingency tables that cannot be modelled well by trees.
6.1 Definition of the Problem
Given a data set, solving a frequency of an itemset is a straightforward task, a
single data scan. A more complicated scenario is when we are given, instead of
the data set, a family of itemsets F along with their frequencies and we are asked
to deduce the frequency of some unknown itemset, say, Q from F . In this section
we will discuss this particular problem and show how the task can be solved using
Linear Programming.
We should point out immediately that generally deducing the frequency of the
itemset Q from the family F of itemsets does not yield a unique solution. One
can easily form data sets having different frequencies for Q but same frequencies
for F . Hence our interest is to find all possible frequencies of Q that can be
produced by data sets having some specific frequencies for F .
To continue our analysis let us rephrase the problem using the distributions.
We will point out later that this transformation has no particular effect on the
outcome. Given a family of itemsets F along their frequencies θ and a (query)
itemset Q we define a frequency interval fi(Q;F , θ) to be a set frequency interval
fi(Q;F , θ) = {p (Q = 1) ; p is a distribution satisfying θ}
of possible frequencies of Q produced by distributions satisfying θ. Our goal in
this section is to provide a method for solving this interval.
Example 6.1. Assume that we have two attributes a1 and a2 and that our
family of itemsets consists of one-order itemsets F = {a1, a2}. The corresponding
frequencies are set to be θ = (θa1 , θa2), where θa1 = 0.6 and θa2 = 0.7. Let us
calculate the frequency interval fi(Q;F , θ) for Q = a1a2.
We know that we must have
p (Q = 1) ≤ min {p (a1 = 1) , p (a2 = 1)} = 0.6
and
p (Q = 1) ≥ p (a1 = 1) + p (a2 = 1)− 1 = 0.3.
Let us define distributions p1 and p2 as
p1(a1 = 0, a2 = 0) = 0, p1(a1 = 1, a2 = 0) = 0.3
p1(a1 = 0, a2 = 1) = 0.4, p1(a1 = 1, a2 = 1) = 0.3
and
p2(a1 = 0, a2 = 0) = 0.3, p2(a1 = 1, a2 = 0) = 0
p2(a1 = 0, a2 = 1) = 0.1, p2(a1 = 1, a2 = 1) = 0.6
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We see that p1 and p2 are genuine distributions. They also satisfy the frequencies
θ:
p1(a1 = 1) = 0.3 + 0.3 = 0.6 = θa1
p1(a2 = 1) = 0.4 + 0.3 = 0.7 = θa2
p2(a1 = 1) = 0 + 0.6 = 0.6 = θa1
p2(a2 = 1) = 0.1 + 0.6 = 0.7 = θa2
We have p1 (Q = 1) = 0.3 and p2 (Q = 1) = 0.6. Hence we know thatmax (fi(Q;F , θ)) =
0.6 and min (fi(Q;F , θ)) = 0.3. The discussion below shows us that we have
fi(Q;F , θ) = [0.3, 0.6].
Let us next analyse the frequency interval. Assume that two distributions p0
and p1 satisfy the given frequencies θ and that p0(Q = 1) = η0 and p1(Q = 1) =
η1. Let a be a real number, 0 ≤ a ≤ 1. Then a distribution pa = (1− a)p0 + ap1
satisfies the frequencies θ and pa(Q = 1) = (1 − a)η0 + aη1. We conclude that
fi(Q;F , θ) is truly an interval and hence to solve this set we need to solve the
extrema points.
To solve the right side of the interval fi(Q;F , θ) we consider the following
optimisation problem:
max p(Q = 1)
p(Fi = 1) = θi, for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} .
This problem resembles greatly linear program and we can transform this problem
into a linear form. Note that the distribution p is defined on a sample space
Ω = {0, 1}K of binary vectors of length K. Let ω ∈ Ω be a binary vector and let
pω be the corresponding probability of p producing ω. Let Q be an itemset and let
SQ be the corresponding indicator function. We can formulate the optimisation
problem in the following form
max
∑
ω∈Ω
SQ(ω)pω∑
ω∈Ω
SFi(ω)pω = θi, for i ∈ {1, . . . , N}∑
ω∈Ω
pω = 1
pω ≥ 0, for ω ∈ Ω.
Clearly, this is a linear program of a standard form. The left side of the interval
fi(Q;S, θ) can be solved similarly. The following theorem summarises the previous
discussion:
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Theorem 6.2 (Theorem 1 in [BSH04]). Given a family F of itemsets along their
frequencies θ, a frequency interval fi(Q;S, θ) for a query itemset is an interval
whose boundaries can be solved using Linear Programming.
Example 6.3. Let us reformulate the setup given in Example 6.1 as a linear
program. In order to do that let pyz represent the probability p (a1 = y, a2 = z).
The following linear program solves the right side of the frequency interval:
max p11
p10 + p11 = 0.6
p01 + p11 = 0.7∑
y,z∈{0,1}
pyz = 1
pyz ≥ 0, for y, z ∈ {0, 1} .
The min-version of the program results in the left side of fi(Q;F , θ).
Let us now return to our original setup and consider what are the possible
frequencies for query produced by data sets. The main difference here is that data
sets must have finite number of elements. Thus, the empirical distribution formed
from a finite data set has rational probabilities. This means that the possible
frequencies for a query itemset Q should be rational. Given a distribution having
only rational probabilities, we can easily form a data set having the distribution
as empirical distribution. Theorem 3.7 guarantees that given a rational frequency
η ∈ fi(Q;S, θ) there is a rational distribution producing η as a frequency for Q.
Theorem 3.7 also guarantees that the boundaries of fi(Q;S, θ) are rational. We
summarise this in the following theorem:
Theorem 6.4 (Lemma 1 in [BSH04]). Given a family F of itemsets along their
frequencies θ, possible frequencies for a query itemset Q produced by data sets
satisfying the frequencies θ are fi(Q;S, θ) ∩ Q. Also, boundaries of the interval
fi(Q;S, θ) are rational and hence there are data sets producing these extrema
frequencies.
Example 6.5. We see that the boundaries in Example 6.1 are rational. For
instance, a data set satisfying the frequencies θ and producing a frequency 0.6
for Q = a1a2 is
D =
{
(0, 0) , (0, 0) , (0, 0) , (0, 1) , (1, 1) ,
(1, 1) , (1, 1) , (1, 1) , (1, 1) , (1, 1)
}
.
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6.2 Complexity of Querying Itemsets
The major drawback in the query problem is that the number of variables in the
linear program is |Ω| = 2K , where K is the number of attributes. In this section
we will demonstrate that solving the query problem is NP-complete.
Recall that the downward closed family of itemsets is the one in which the
subsets of a member itemset are also members. Consider the following problems:
• Consistent: Given a set of downward closed family of itemsets F and aConsistent
set of rational frequencies θ, decide if there is a data set that produces θ
for F .
• MaxQuery: Given a set of downward closed family of itemsets F , a set ofMaxQuery
rational consistent frequencies θ, and a query Q, find the maximal frequency
of Q that a data set satisfying θ may achieve.
• EntrQuery: Given a set of downward closed family of itemsets F , a setEntrQuery
of rational consistent frequencies θ, and a query Q, calculate the frequency
p∗(Q = 1), where p∗ has the highest entropy among distributions satisfying
θ.
Solving MaxQuery is equal to solving the right side of fi(Q;F , θ). Entr-
Query is relevant because empirical tests indicate that this method leads to a
good approximation of the frequency of Q [PMS03].
The following theorem states the complexity results of these problems.
Theorem 6.6 (Theorems 4, 6, and 7 in Publication II). Consistent and the
decision version of MaxQuery are NP-complete. The decision version of En-
trQuery is PP-complete.
6.3 Safe sets
As we have pointed out in Section 6.2, the evaluation time of the query time
is exponential with respect to the number of attributes. Hence, we can speed
up the algorithm if we can reduce the attributes: Assume that we are given a
query itemset Q and a family of itemset F along with the frequencies θ. Define
FQ to contain only the itemsets from F that are subsets of Q. Let θQ be the
corresponding frequencies. Instead of computing fi(Q;F , θ), we project out theproject
variables outside Q and compute fi(Q;FQ, θQ). In doing this, we reduce the
number of attributes from K to |Q|. The downside is that the frequency interval
may change.
Example 6.7. Assume that we have three attributes a, b, and c. Let F be
{a, b, c, ab, ac}, and θ = ( 12 , 12 , 12 , 12 , 12). Let Q = bc be the query itemset. Then
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FQ = {b, c}. In this case fi(Q;FQ, θQ) =
[
0, 12
]
. However, it follows from θ that
a = b and a = c, hence we must have b = c. This implies that fi(Q;F , θ) = 12 .
Our goal is to study which attributes we can remove and which attributes
we must keep. We begin by giving some definitions. Let A = {a1, . . . , aK} be
the set of all attributes and B a subset of A. Let q be a distribution defined
on B. We say that p, a distribution defined on A, is an extension of q, if the extension
marginalisation of p on B is equal to q, that is, p (B = ω) = q (B = ω) for any
binary vector ω. Given a family of itemsets F and frequencies θ, we say that B
is θ-safe if a distribution q (defined on B) satisfying θB can be extended into p θ-safe
satisfying θ. If B is θ-safe for all θ, we say that B is safe. safe
It is easy to see that if B is a safe set and a query itemset Q is a subset of B,
then we can remove the attributes outside B without changing the outcome.
The rest of this section is devoted to the analysis of the safe sets. Namely, we
will apply Markov Random Field Theory in order to characterise safe sets. Let G
be a graph of K nodes, each node corresponding to an attribute. For each itemset
X in the family F , we connect the nodes in G corresponding to X, that is X is
a clique in G. We call G a dependency graph of F . If, in addition, we connect dependency graph
all the nodes from B, we obtain a dependency graph of F ∪ {B}. The following
theorem provides a neat way of characterising safe sets using dependency graphs.
Example 6.8. Assume that we have 6 attributes. Let
F = {a, b, c, d, e, f, ab, bc, ac, ad, bd, be, cf}
be a family of itemsets. Let B = abc. The dependency graph of F ∪B is given in
Figure 6.1(a). We are interested in finding out whether B is a safe set. To prove
this we need to show that the distribution q defined on B can be extended into
distribution p defined on all attributes.
Consider the junction tree of the dependency graph (given in Figure 6.1(b)).
Let p1 be a distribution defined on abd, p2 a distribution defined on be, and p3 a
distribution defined on cf . The separator between abd and abc is ab. Note that
ab is a member of F . Hence, Theorem 2.10 implies that p1 and q are equal at the
separator ab. We have also p2 and q being equal at the separator b and p3 and q
being equal at the separator c. Now we can apply Proposition 4.9 to combine q,
p1, p2, and p3 into a joint distribution.
The following theorem shows that the constuction done the previous example
holds also in general case.
Theorem 6.9 (Theorems 1–2 in Publication III). Let F be a downward closed
family of itemsets. Let B /∈ F be a subset of attributes. Let G be a dependency
graph of F ∪ {B}. Then B is safe if and only if there is a junction tree T of G
such that B is a node of T and all the separators of B are in F .
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(b) A junction tree
Figure 6.1: Graphs related to Example 6.8.
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(a) The dependency graph of F ∪ {B}
cbd
abd
ae
(b) A junction tree
Figure 6.2: Graphs related to Example 6.10.
Example 6.10. Assume that we have 5 attributes. Let
F = {a, b, c, d, e, ab, bc, cd, ad, ae}
be a family of itemsets. Let B = abd. The dependency graph of F ∪ B is given
in Figure 6.2(a) and its junction tree is given in Figure 6.2(b). The separators of
B are a and bd. The itemset bd is not included in F , hence B is not a safe set.
However, if we augment F with bd, then B becomes a safe set.
Given a family of itemsets F and a query itemset Q, our goal is to find a
safe set B that contains Q. The algorithm for finding such a set is described
in Algorithm 1 in Publication III. The algorithm starts by setting B = Q and
augments B with attributes until B is safe. The addition order of the attributes
is selected such that when B becomes safe, it is guaranteed that B will be also
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Figure 6.3: Distributions of the sizes of safe sets for random queries containing
2–4 attributes. The left histogram is obtained from the Paleo data set and the
right histogram is obtained from the Mushroom data set.
the minimal safe set. The exact details of the algorithm are outside the scope of
this introduction.
Theorem 6.11 (Theorem 6 in Publication III). Let F be a downward closed fam-
ily of itemsets and let Q be a query itemset. The minimal safe set B containing
Q is unique. There exists a polynomial algorithm for finding B.
Example 6.12. In this example we consider the sizes of safe sets for random
queries. We used two data sets: Paleo1, a data set containing information of
species fossils found in specific paleontological sites in Europe [For05], and Mush-
room, a data set available from the FIMI repository2.
From these data sets we extracted a family of itemsets using a modified ver-
sion of APriori (see Publication III for more details). Using these families as
surrogates for the data sets we calculated the minimal safe sets for 10000 ran-
dom queries having 2–4 attributes. The results given in Figure 6.3 show that
even though the queries were relatively simple they may produce large safe sets,
that is, we need a large amount of of additional attributes to guarantee that the
prediction boundaries are correct.
1NOW public release 030717 available from [For05], preprocessed as in [FGJM06].
2http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi
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6.4 Optimising Linear Program via Markov Random
Fields
In the previous section we have used MRF Theory to remove the attributes from
the query problem. In this section we demonstrate that we can use similar ideas
to reduce the complexity of the query problem even further.
Before presenting the main theorem of this section we will demonstrate the
technique with an example.
Example 6.13. Assume that we have K attributes A = {a1, . . . , aK}. The
family F contains 2K − 1 itemsets,
F = {ai; i = 1, . . . ,K} ∪ {aiai+1; i = 1, . . . ,K − 1} .
Let query be Q = a1aK . We see that the minimal safe set is A itself. Hence,
we have 2K variables in the linear program. However, we can reformulate the
program in the following way: Let G be a dependency graph of F ∪ {Q}. The
graph G is a cycle (see Figure 6.4(a)). Triangulate the graph by connecting a1
with the rest of the attributes (Figure 6.4(b)). A junction tree T has K−2 nodes
(cliques) Ci = a1ai+1ai+2, where i = 1, . . . ,K − 2 (Figure 6.4(c)). Consecutive
nodes Ci and Ci+1 are connected. Let Sj be the separators of T . Note that
Sj = a1aj+2.
Let θ be the frequencies for F . Let pi be a distribution defined on a clique
Ci. Let Fi = FCi be the subset of F containing only itemsets that are subsets
of Ci. Consider the following linear program:
max pK−2(Q = 1)
pi(X = 1) = θX , X ∈ Fi, i = 1, . . . ,K − 2,
pj = pj+1 at Sj , j = 1, . . . ,K − 3.
(6.1)
The first set of conditions says that pi must satisfy the related frequencies.
The second set of conditions forces pi to be consistent with respect to each other.
Let p be a distribution (defined on A) maximising the frequency of Q. Clearly p
can be decomposed into pi such that the conditions in Eq. 6.1 hold. Assume now
that pi solves Eq. 6.1. We can apply Theorem 4.9 and compose pi into p such
that p satisfies θ.
This implies that we can solve fi(Q;F , θ) by solving the linear program in
Eq. 6.1. The number of variables in the program is (K−2)×8 which is drastically
smaller than 2K .
The following theorem summarises the previous discussion.
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abc acd ade aef
(c) The junction tree
Figure 6.4: Graphs related to Example 6.13.
Theorem 6.14 (Theorem 9 in Publication III). Let F be the family of itemsets
along with the corresponding frequencies θ. Let Q be the query itemset. Let G be
a dependency graph for F ∪Q and let T be its junction tree. Denote the nodes of
T by Ci and let Fi = FCi . Assume that Q ⊆ C1. Let pi be a distribution defined
on Ci. Then the frequency interval fi(Q;F , θ) can be solved with a linear program
(and its min-version)
max p1(Q = 1)
pi satisfies Fi, for each Ci
pi = pj at the separator, for each neighbours (in T ) Ci, Cj .
The number of variables in the program is
∑
i 2
|Ci|.
The method works well when the queries are relatively small but it fails if
the query contains all the attributes in which case we asking the probability of
having a transaction with no 0s. For this particular case we can use an alternative
approach decribed in [DF00]. In this approach we are able to solve the queries
without using linear programming. The limitation for this approach is that the
query must contain all the attributes.
6.5 Entropy Based Ranking of Itemsets
So far we have been interested in finding the frequency interval of an itemset
given some known itemsets. A similar approach can be used in ranking itemsets:
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We predict the frequency of an itemsets from some set of known itemsets and
compare the actual value with the prediction. The more the actual value deviate
from the prediction, the more the itemset is an interesting one. We will use
Maximum Entropy as our estimation method and Kullback-Leibler divergence
for comparison between the actual value and estimate.
Assume that we have a family of itemsets F and an itemset Q /∈ F . Assume
for simplicity that there are no attributes in the data set outside Q. If there are,
then these attributes are projected out. Let θ be the frequencies for F . Let p∗
be distribution having the highest entropy and satisfying the frequencies θ. Let
q be the empirical distribution obtained from the data set D,
q(ω) =
transactions equal to ω in D
|D| .
We define the rank of an itemset to be
r(Q; F , D) = KL(q; p∗) =
∑
ω∈Ω
q(ω) log
q(ω)
p∗(ω)
.
Example 6.15. Assume that we have Q = ab and F = {a, b}. Let data set D
be
D =
{
(0, 0) , (0, 0) , (0, 0) , (0, 1) , (1, 1) ,
(1, 1) , (1, 1) , (1, 1) , (1, 1) , (1, 1)
}
.
The frequency for a is 0.6 and the frequency for b is 0.7. We know that in this
case the maximum entropy distribution p∗ is equal to the independence model.
Hence, we have
p∗(a = 0, b = 0) = 0.4× 0.3, p∗(a = 0, b = 1) = 0.4× 0.7,
p∗(a = 1, b = 0) = 0.6× 0.3, p∗(a = 1, b = 1) = 0.6× 0.7.
On the other hand, the empirical distribution is equal to
q(a = 0, b = 0) = 0.3, q(a = 0, b = 1) = 0.1,
q(a = 1, b = 0) = 0.0, q(a = 1, b = 1) = 0.6.
The rank of Q is equal to r(Q; F , D) = 0.3859.
Let us briefly discuss the evaluation of our rank measure. Distributions q
and p∗ have 2|Q| entries. In addition, Theorem 6.6 points out that solving p∗
is a PP-complete problem. Hence, we cannot solve this rank for large itemsets.
Nevertheless, the rank is doable for itemsets of smaller size.
The following theorem, which follows from Theorem 5.6, explains the asymp-
totical behaviour of the measure.
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Theorem 6.16 (Theorem 5 in Publication IV). Let F be a family of itemsets
and Q /∈ F . Let D be a data set with N points sampled from p∗. If Q is non-
derivable, then the quantity 2Nr(Q; F , D) approaches to a χ2 distribution with
2|Q| − 1− |F | degrees of freedom as N approaches the infinity.
Theorem suggests that the ranks should be normalised — instead of using the
raw values we should compare the P -values.
Example 6.17. We continue Example 6.15. The number of degrees is
2|Q| − 1− |F | = 22 − 1− 2 = 1.
The P -value in our case is
P
(
χ2 ≤ 2× 10× 0.3859) = 0.9945.
Such a high P -value tells us that the actual empirical frequency of the itemset ab
is statistically significant different than the prediction based on the independence
model.
Example 6.18. Consider a synthetic data set D with 100 independent columns
and 1000 transactions. From this data set we select a certain set of queries
(see Publication IV for more details) and calculate 3 different rank measures:
1. Measure r(Q; I), where I is the set of itemsets of size 1. In this case, the
Maximum Entropy distribution p∗ is equal to the independence model.
2. Measure r(Q; C), where C is the set of itemsets of size 1, 2. In this case, p∗
is equal to the discrete Gaussian model.
3. Measure r(Q; A), where A is the set of all proper sub-itemsets of Q.
The normalised ranks are given in Figure 6.5. We see that the ranks for
r(Q; I) are relatively small. This is a natural result since the 0-hypothesis of
Theorem 6.16 holds for this particular data set. We also note that the ranks
for richer models tends to be higher than for the independence model. In other
words, the measure overfits the data and the prediction is misguided by the noise
in the frequencies of the itemsets with the higher number of attributes.
Example 6.19. We repeat Example 6.18 using Paleo3, a dataset containing in-
formation of species fossils found in specific paleontological sites in Europe [For05].
The normalised ranks are given in Figure 6.6.
3NOW public release 030717 available from [For05], preprocessed as in [FGJM06].
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Figure 6.5: Ranks for queries from synthetic data set. Each box represents queries
with particular number of attributes.
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Figure 6.6: Ranks for queries from the Paleo data set. Each box represents
queries with particular number of attributes.
Here we see that the ranks for r(Q; I) are high. The attributes in the data
set is known to be highly correlated so the independence model produces poor
estimates. The Gaussian model produces more accurate prediction and, hence,
smaller ranks. We also note that the ”All” model overfits and produces higher
ranks than the Gaussian model.
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Chapter 7
Distances between Binary Data
Sets
The notion of similarity plays a crucial part in data mining. Once a distance
between two objects is established a large number of data mining algorithms can
be applied and the highly complex objects can be studied as units.
In this chapter we discuss the distances between binary data sets. Instead of
defining the distance directly we apply the theme of Chapter 6 and use itemsets as
a surrogate for the actual data. We begin by defining the distance in Section 7.1
via geometrical notions. We point out in Section 7.2 that our distance is the only
one among Mahanalobis distances that satisfies certain broad assumptions.
The contribution of the paper. This chapter is based on Publication I. In
the paper we define a computable distance between two binary distances with
solid statistical properties. We approach the problem by first calculating the fre-
quencies of some given itemsets and compare the frequencies. Since we expect
the frequencies to correlate we provide a proper normalisation. We provide 3
different definitions for the distance: Firstly, we use geometrical notions to define
the distance. Secondly, we show that the distance is the unique Mahalanobis
distance satisfying specific axioms. Thirdly, we show that the distance is the
unique Mahalanobis distance that generalises the L2 distance between two em-
pirical distributions. We show that the distance can be solved in cubic time with
the respect to the number of itemsets and in linear time if the itemsets form a
downward closed family. Our experiments with real-world data show that our
distance produces interesting results that agree with our expectations. An al-
ternative approach to define a data set distance is to use some natural distance
between single data points and apply some known set distance. Some data set
distances defined in this way can be evaluated in cubic time with respect to the
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number of transactions [EM97]. However, this is too slow for us since we may
have a vast amount of data points. We can also approach the problem by con-
sidering distances for distributions (see [Bas89] for a nice review). From these
distances the CM distance resembles the statistical tests involved with Minimum
Discrimination Theorem [Kul68, Csi75]: From each data set a Maximum En-
tropy distribution is calculated and they are compared using Kullback- Leibler
divergence. However, the major drawback is that solving the distributions is an
NP-hard problem [Coo90].
7.1 Constrained Minimum Distance
In our approach we do not compute the distance directly between data sets.
Rather, we compare the frequencies of some given family of itemsets. Such an
approach provides us a flexible family of distances, since we can choose which
itemsets we are interested in. A problem with the itemset frequencies is that
they correlate: If the frequency of an attribute a is small, we expect that the
frequency of an itemset ab is also small. Thus, we should seek a distance that
decorrelates the frequencies.
Assume that we are given two binary data sets D1 and D2, both having K
attributes. Also assume that we are given a family of itemsets F . We let P(F , θ)
to be the set of distributions satisfying the frequencies θ, that is, p ∈ P(F , θ) if
and only if p(Fi = 1) = θi, for all Fi ∈ F . The set P(F , θ) can be seen as a
polytope in R2K . We use the notation P(F , D) if θ is calculated from a data set
D.
One approach for defining the distance between D1 and D2 is to use the sets
P(F , D1) and P(F , D2). However, as we have seen in Section 6.2, these sets are
difficult to compute. Thus, another approach is needed. Recall that SF is an
indicator function for F , that is, the ith component of SF (ω) is equal to 1 if ω
satisfies Fi ∈ F , and 0 otherwise. We define the set C(F , θ) to be
C(F , θ) =
{
x ∈ R2K ;
∑
ω
xω = 1,
∑
ω
SF (ω)xω = θ
}
,
that is, C(F , θ) is similar to P(F , θ) except that we are allowed to have negative
elements. See Figure 7.1 for illustration.
We see immediately that C(F , θ) is an affine space (a linear subspace shifted by
vector) and that P(F , θ) is a subset of C(F , θ). In addition, the spaces C(F , D1)
and C(F , D2) are parallel. This fact enables us to define the constrained minimumconstrained
minimum (CM)
distance
(CM) distance as
dCM (D1, D2; F) =
√
2K × the shortest distance betweenC(F , D1) and C(F , D2) .
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C(F, D2)
C(F, D1)P(F, D1)
P(F, D2)
dCM(D1, D2; F
)
Figure 7.1: Illustration of the CM distance. The triangle represents the set of
all possible distributions. The sets C(F , Di) are lines and the sets P(F , Di) are
the segments containing the joint points from the set of all distributions and
C(F , Di). The CM distance is proportional to the shortest distance between the
spaces C(F , D1) and C(F , D2).
See Figure 7.1 for illustration.
It turns out that we can compute dCM (D1, D2; F) in polynomial time.
Theorem 7.1 (Theorem 1 in Publication I). Assume two data sets D1 and D2,
and let F be a family of itemsets. Let θ and η be the frequencies calculated from
D1 and D2, respectively. Let q be the uniform distribution and define a covariance
matrix C as
Cij = q(Fi = 1, Fj = 1)− q(Fi = 1)q(Fj = 1), Fi, Fj ∈ F .
We have
dCM (D1, D2; F)2 = (θ − η)T C−1 (θ − η) .
Theorem 7.1 suggests that the CM distance is an L2 distance of the decor-
related itemset frequencies. We demonstrate Theorem 7.1 with the following
example.
Example 7.2. Assume that we have D1 and D2 defined as
D1 =
{
(0, 0), (0, 0), (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 1),
(0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 1), (1, 1)
}
and
D2 =
{
(0, 0), (0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 1), (0, 1),
(1, 0), (1, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 1)
}
.
Let F = {a1, a2, a1a2}. The frequencies for D1 are equal to θ = (0.4, 0.6, 0.3)
and the frequencies for D2 are equal to η = (0.5, 0.5, 0.2). The covariance matrix
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C is equal to
C =
 14 0 180 14 18
1
8
1
8
3
16
 .
Theorem 7.1 implies that the distance is
dCM (D1, D2; F)2 = (θ − η)T C−1 (θ − η) = 0.24.
Let p1 be the empirical distribution for D1,
p1(a1 = 0, a2 = 0) = 0.3, p1(a1 = 0, a2 = 1) = 0.3,
p1(a1 = 1, a2 = 0) = 0.1, p1(a1 = 1, a2 = 1) = 0.3.
and let p2 be the empirical distribution for D2,
p2(a1 = 0, a2 = 0) = 0.2, p2(a1 = 0, a2 = 1) = 0.3,
p2(a1 = 1, a2 = 0) = 0.3, p2(a1 = 1, a2 = 1) = 0.2.
Note that C(F , D1) = {p1} and C(F , D2) = {p2}. Hence, by the definition of the
CM distance, we have
dCM (D1, D2; F)2 = 2K ‖p1 − p2‖22
= 4
[
(0.3− 0.2)2 + (0.3− 0.3)2 + (0.1− 0.3)2 + (0.3− 0.2)2]
= 0.24.
We can also express CM distance in a neat form using parity functions. The
following theorem is a corollary of Theorems 2.12, 2.13, and 7.1.
Theorem 7.3 (Section 3.1 in Publication I1). Assume two data sets D1 and D2,
and let F be a downward closed family of itemsets. Let H be the corresponding
set of parity functions. Let α and β be the frequencies for H calculated from D1
and D2, respectively. Then
dCM (D1, D2; F) = 2 ‖α− β‖2 .
Example 7.4. We continue Example 7.2. Recall that the parity function results
1 if and only if an odd number of attributes are active. The parity frequencies for
1In Eq. 4 in Publication I there should be 2 instead of
√
2.
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D1 are α = (0.4, 0.6, 0.4) and the parity frequencies for D2 are β = (0.5, 0.5, 0.6).
Theorem 7.3 implies that
dCM (D1, D2; F)2 = 4 ‖α− β‖22
= 4
[
(0.4− 0.5)2 + (0.6− 0.5)2 + (0.4− 0.6)2
]
= 0.24.
Example 7.5. We consider the following 3 data set families: Bible, a collection
of 73 books from the Bible2, Addresses, a collection of 55 inaugural addresses
given by the presidents of the U.S.3, and Abstract, was composed of abstracts
describing NSF awards from 1990–19994 (see Publication I for more details).
We calculated the distance matrices for each data set collection using the
following 3 itemset families: ind, the collection of itemsets containing only one
attribute, cov, the family of itemsets containing 1–2 attributes, and freq a col-
lection of 10K most frequent itemsets, where K is the dimension of the dataset.
From the results given in Figure 7.2 we see temporal behaviour in the data
sets Abstract and Addresses. In Bible we note two clusters which are the Old and
New Testaments.
7.2 Alternative Definition
In this section we will give an alternative definition for the CM distance. We have
pointed out in Example 7.2 that if we know the frequencies of all itemsets, then
the CM distance is basically an L2 distance between the empirical distributions.
It turns out that this property is almost sufficient to characterise the CM distance.
We say that a distance d(x, y) is a Mahanalobis distance if it can be expressed Mahanalobis
distanceas
d(x, y) = (x− y)TC(x− y),
where C is a symmetric invertible matrix not depending on x or y. Theorem 7.1
shows that the CM distance is a Mahanalobis distance.
Assume that we have a Mahanalobis distance between data sets having the
form
d(D1, D2; F) = (θ − η)T C (θ − η) ,
where θ and η are the frequencies of F calculated from D1 and D2, respectively.
The matrix C does not depend of the data sets but may depend of F .
2The books were taken from http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/8300 in 20. July 2005
3The addresses were taken from http://www.bartleby.com/124/ in 17. August 2005
4The data set was taken from http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/nsfabs/nsfawards.
data.html in 13. January, 2006
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We impose the following assumptions on the distance.
(A1) Adding extra attributes, but not changing F , does not change the distance.
(A2) Let F ⊆ G be two families of itemsets. Then,
d(D1, D2; F) ≤ d(D1, D2; G) .
(A3) Let A be the family of all itemsets. Let pi be the empirical distribution of
Di. Then,
d(D1, D2; A) = ‖p1 − p2‖2 .
Assumption A1 can be justified by noting that we haven’t changed anything
essential. We have added some extra attributes but they are ignored in F . As-
sumption A2 states that additional information can only increase the difference
between the data sets. Assumption A3 is motivated by Theorem 2.10 which
states that we can deduce the empirical distribution if know the frequencies of
all itemsets. Hence, we are able to use some distance between the distributions.
In this case, we use the L2 distance.
The following theorem states that the distance satisfying the aforementioned
assumptions is essentially the CM distance.
Theorem 7.6 (Theorem 9 in Publication I). Let d(D1, D2; F) be a Mahanalobis
distance satisfying Assumptions A1–A3. Let F be a downward closed family of
itemsets. Then,
d(D1, D2; F) = αdCM (D1, D2; F) ,
where α is a constant not depending on D1, D2, or F .
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Figure 7.2: Distance matrices for Bible, Addresses, and Abstract. Dark values
indicate small distances. In the first column the feature set ind contains the
independent means, in the second feature set cov the pairwise correlation is added,
and in the third column the feature set freq consists of 10K most frequent
itemsets, where K is the number of attributes. Darker colours indicate smaller
distances.
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Chapter 8
Fractal Dimension of Binary Data
When asked about the dimensionality of a data set one’s first answer would be
that the dimension of a data set is equal to the number of columns. This, however,
is too simplistic approach: Imagine a curve in a plane. The number of columns
needed to represent the curve is 2. However, a more natural dimension for the
curve is 1. Our goal is to define and measure this intrinsic dimension. The curve
example points out that this dimension should take into account the structure of
data.
We use fractal dimension, a popular and successful notion, to determine the
intrinsic dimension of a binary data set. In Section 8.1 we will introduce the
correlation dimension and provide some analysis. The problem with the fractal
dimensions is that they are designed for continuous data and have some undesired
properties. We remedy these problems in Section 8.2 by defining the normalised
correlation dimension.
The contribution of the paper. This chapter is based on Publication V. In
the paper we study the idea of using fractal dimension with binary data. We study
the behaviour of the correlation dimension, one of the many fractal dimensions.
However, the dimension has some undesired properties that are directly related
to binary data: For instance, the dimension depends on the sparsity of data and
the dimension is not a linear function of the number of attributes. We overcome
these problems by defining the normalised correlation dimension. The idea is to
compare the correlation dimension of the original data set against the correlation
dimension against the correlation dimension of the data set having equal margins
but independent attributes. We provide approximations for both dimensions and
show empirically that these estimates yield good results. We also compare the
dimension against PCA.
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There has been a significant amount of work in defining the concept of dimen-
sionality in datasets. Even though most of the methods can be adapted to the
case of binary data, they are not specifically tailored for it. For instance, many
methods assume real-valued numbers and they compute vectors/components that
have negative or continuous values. Such methods include, PCA, SVD, and non-
negative matrix factorisation (NMF) [Jol02, LS01]. Other methods such as multi-
nomial PCA (mPCA) [BP03], and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [BNJ03]
assume specific probabilistic models of generating the data and the task is to
discover latent components in the data rather than reasoning about the intrin-
sic dimensionality of the data. Methods for exact and approximate decomposi-
tions of binary matrices in Boolean semiring have also been proposed [GGM04,
MMG+06, MPR95], but similarly to mPCA and LDA, they focus on finding
components instead of the intrinsic dimensionality. In addition, many different
notions of complexity of binary datasets have been proposed and used in various
contexts, for instance VC-dimension [AB97], discrepancy [Cha00], Kolmogorov
complexity [LV97] and entropy-based concepts [CT91, POP04]. Finally, meth-
ods such as multidimensional scaling (MDS) [Kru64] and Isomap [TdSL00] focus
on embedding the data (not necessarily binary) in low-dimensional spaces with
small distortion, mainly for visualisation purposes. A key difference with many
above approaches is that fractal dimension does not provide a mapping to a lower-
dimensional space, and hence traditional applications, such as feature reduction,
are not (directly) possible. However, fractal dimension has been used in many
applications related to database and data mining, such as, making nearest neigh-
bour computations more efficient [PKF00], speeding up feature selection meth-
ods [TJTWF00], outlier detection [PKGF03], and performing clustering tasks
based on the local dimensionality of the data points [GHPT05].
8.1 Correlation Dimension
There are infinite number of ways in defining the fractal dimension; see, e.g., [Bar88,
Ott97] for a survey. The standard definitions involve usually partitioning the data
into infinitesimal pieces and study how the data is distributed with respect to
the partition. This cannot be done with finite data but the definitions can be
modified to fit our purposes.
Given a data set D with K columns, let 0 ≤ r1 < r2 ≤ K. Let ZD be the
distance between two randomly picked points from D. The correlation dimensioncorrelation
dimension cdR(D; r1, r2) for a binary data set D and radii r1 and r2 is the fraction
cdR(D; r1, r2) =
logP(ZD < r2)− logP(ZD < r1)
log r2 − log r1 ,
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Figure 8.1: Examples of cdA(D) for different data sets. Plots represent three
different data sets, each of them having 50 independent columns. The probability
of a variable being 1 is p (indicated in the legend). The left figure is a regular
plot of P(ZD < r). The right figure is a log-log plot of P(ZD < r). The crosses
indicate the end points r1 and r2 that were determined by using α1 = 1/4 and
α2 = 3/4. The slopes of the straight lines in the log-log plot are cdA(D; 1/4, 3/4) .
Note that the lines are gentler for smaller p.
that is, the correlation dimension is the slope of a line fitted into a log-log plot
of the cumulative distribution function of ZD1. For more details about the cor-
relation dimension see e.g., [CY92].
The correlation dimension cdR assumes that the radii r1 are r2 are given.
The drawback with this approach is that the radii cannot be constant but should
depend on the data set: For instance, r1 = 25 and r2 = 75 may be reasonable
for a data set with 100 attributes but are absurd for a data set with only 20
columns. To remedy this problem we infer the radii from the distribution of
ZD: Assume that we are given α1 and α2 such that 0 ≤ α1 < α2 ≤ 1. We
define cdA(D; α1, α2) to be cdR(D; r1, r2), where the radii ri are set such that
αi = P(ZD < ri). For example,
cdA(D; 1/4, 3/4) =
log 3/4− log 1/4
log r2 − log r1 ,
where r1 is the lower quartile point and r2 is the upper quartile point. See
Figure 8.1 for an illustration.
A direct analysis of the correlation dimension is difficult. To overcome these
problems we define a much simpler quantity that can be used to approximate the
1The definition given in Publication V is somewhat more complex. However, the above
definition is adequate for our purposes.
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correlation dimension.
Given a binary data set D, let ZD be the distance between two randomly
picked points from D. Given a real number 0 < α < 1/2 we define the -
approximative correlation dimension to beapproximative
correlation
dimension acd(D) =
E[ZD]
Std[ZD]
,
where E[ZD] is the average distance and Std[ZD] is the standard variation of ZD.
We will see in Theorem 8.4 that acd(D) is asymptotically proportional to the
correlation dimension cdA(D; α, 1− α).
The following theorem describes acd(D) when D has independent attributes.
Theorem 8.1 (Proposition 2 in Publication V). Assume that the data set D has
K independent variables, and that the probability of the variable i being 1 is pi
for each i, and let qi = 2pi(1− pi). We have
acd(D) =
∑
i qi√∑
i qi(1− qi)
,
In particular, if all probabilities pi are equal to p, then for q = 2p(1− p) we have
acd(D) =
√
Kq
1− q .
Corollary 8.2 (Corollary 3 in Publication V). Assume the data set D has inde-
pendent columns. The correlation dimension acd(D) is maximised if the variables
have frequency 12 .
Given a data set D with K columns, we denote by ind(D) a random binary
data set having K independent variables such that the probability of ith variable
being 1 is equal to the probability of ith column of a random transaction sampled
from D being 1. Alternatively, ind(D) can be considered as a data set obtained
by permuting each column of D independently. We call ind(D) a permuted datapermuted data set
set . By permuting we keep the margins of the individual attributes but destroy
any inter-column dependence.
Theorem 8.3 (Discussion after Conjecture 6 in Publication V). Assume the
marginal probability of all original variables are less than 0.5, and that all pairs
of original variables are positively correlated. Then
acd(D) ≤ acd(ind(D)) ,
i.e., the approximative correlation dimension of the original data is not larger
than the approximative correlation dimension of the data with each column per-
muted randomly.
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The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix A.4.
The following theorem points out that acd(D) is asymptotically proportional
to the correlation dimension.
Theorem 8.4. Assume that we have a sequence of independent binary variables
Xi. Let DK be the data set containing K first variables. Assume that Std[ZDK ]
goes to infinity as K approaches infinity. We have
lim
K→∞
cdA(DK ; α, 1− α)
C(a)acd(DK)
= 1,
where C(α) is a constant depending only on α.
The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix A.5.
Theorem 8.4 justifies the following approximation.
Approximation 8.5. Assume that the data set D has K independent variables.
Assuming that K is large enough, we have
cdA(D; α, 1− α) ≈ C(α)acd(D) ,
where C(α) is a constant depending only on α.
The assumption of independence in the statement of Theorem 8.4 is needed
for estimating ZD with a normal distribution. There are alternative versions
of central limit theorems that allow non-independency, such as, central limit
theorem for m-dependent variables [Ber73]. Hence, we can partly justify Ap-
proximation 8.5 for non-independent case.
Example 8.6. We study how accurate is Approximation 8.5 with synthetic data
sets. We generated 100 data sets with independent columns and random margins
(see Publication V for more details). The results given in Figure 8.2 show that
acd(D) yields a good approximation of the correlation dimension.
8.2 Normalised Correlation Dimension
The scale of the correlation dimension is not very intuitive: the dimension of a
dataset with K independent variables is not K, although this would be the most
natural value. In fact, Theorem 8.1 implies that the correlation dimension is
proportional to
√
K for large K. The correlation dimension gives much smaller
values and hence we need some kind of normalisation. Informally, we define the
normalised correlation dimension of a dataset D to be the number of variables
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Figure 8.2: Correlation dimension cdA(D; 1/4) as a function of acd(D) for data
with independent columns (see Proposition 8.5). The y-axis is cdA(D; 1/4) and
the x-axis is acd(D) = µ/σ, where µ = E[ZD] and σ2 = Var[ZD]. The slope of
the line is about C(1/4) = 0.815.
that a dataset with independent variables must have in order to have the same
correlation dimension as D has.
More formally, let ind(H, p) be a dataset with H independent variables, each
of which is equal to 1 with probability p. From Proposition 8.1 we have an
approximation for cdA(ind(H, p) ; α, 1− α): setting q = 2p(1− p) we have
cdA(ind(H, p) ; α, 1− α) ≈ C(α)
√
Hq
1− q . (8.1)
If the dataset would have the same marginal frequency, say s, for each variable,
the normalised correlation dimension of a dataset D could be defined to be the
number H such that
cdA(D; α, 1− α) = cdA(ind(H, s) ; α, 1− α) .
The problem with this way of normalising the dimension is that it takes as
the point of comparison a dataset where all the variables have the same marginal
frequency. This is very far from being true in real data. We overcome this
problem by first finding a value s such that
cdA(ind(K, s) ; α, 1− α) = cdA(ind(D) ; α, 1− α) ,
that is, a summary of the marginal frequencies of the columns of D: s is the
frequency that variables of an independent dataset should have in order that
it has the same correlation dimension as D has when the columns of D have
been randomised. We define the normalised correlation dimension, denoted bynormalised
correlation
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ncdA(D; α, 1− α), to be an integer H such that
cdA(ind(H, s) ; α, 1− α) = cdA(D; α, 1− α) .
The process is illustrated in Figure 8.3.
cd(D) = 1 cd(ind(D)) = 2 cd(ind(K, s)) = 2 cd(ind(H, s)) = 1
Figure 8.3: An illustration of computing normalised correlation dimension. The
original data D is permuted, thus obtaining ind(D). The margins of ind(D) are
forced to be equal such that the resulting dataset ind(K, s) has the same corre-
lation dimension. The dataset ind(H, s) is computed such that cd(ind(H, s)) =
cd(D). H is the normalised correlation dimension.
Example 8.7. We examine the normalised correlation dimension using the toy
data sets. We generated 100 data sets with independent columns and random
margins and calculated ncdA(D; 1/4) for each data set. Figure 8.4(a) shows that
the ncdA(D) is concentrated around the number of attributes, as expected, since
the attributes are independent. On the other hand, Figure 8.4(b) shows that the
sparsity of the data set does not change the normalised correlation dimension.
The estimate in Eq. 8.1 implies the following approximation.
Approximation 8.8. Given a data set D with K columns, the normalised di-
mension ncdA(D; α, 1− α) can be approximated by
ncdA(D; α, 1− α) ≈
(
cdA(D; α, 1− α)
cdA(ind(D) ; α, 1− α)
)2
K.
We can estimate even further by approximating the correlation dimensions
cdA(D) and cdA(ind(D)). This gives us
Approximation 8.9. Given a data set D with K columns, the normalised di-
mension ncdA(D; α, 1− α) can be approximated by
ncdA(D; α, 1− α) ≈
Var
[
Zind(D)
]
Var[ZD]
K =
∑
i C (ZD)ii∑
i,j C (ZD)ij
K,
where C (Z) is the covariance matrix C (Z)ij = E[ZiZj ]− E[Zi] E[Zj ].
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Figure 8.4: Normalised correlation dimension for data having K independent
dimensions for K ∈ {50, 100, 150, 200}. In Figure 8.4(a) the normalised corre-
lation dimension ncdA(D) is concentrated around the number of attributes. In
Figure 8.4(b) ncdA(D) is plotted as a function of µ, the average distance between
two random points. The x-axis is µ = E[ZD] and the y-axis is ncdA(D; 1/4).
Note that the estimate in Approximation 8.9 does not depend on α.
Example 8.10. We tested Approximation 8.8 with synthetic data set having
independent columns and 20 Newsgroups2, a collection of approximately 20 000
newsgroup documents across 20 different newsgroups [Lan95]. Figure 8.5 shows
that Approximation 8.8 yields a good estimate for the selected data sets.
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Figure 8.5: Normalised correlation dimension as a function of
KcdA(D)
2
/cdA(ind(D))
2. Each point represents one data set. Figure 8.5(a)
contains data sets with independent columns and Figure 8.5(b) contains data
sets from the 20 Newsgroups collection.
2http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups/
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Appendix A
Proofs for the Theorems
A.1 Proof of Proposition 2.12
The existence of U follows directly from Theorem 2.8. To prove the invertibility
of U let B = {b1, . . . , bL} be a set of items. We need to show that there is a set
of constraints uC such that
SB(ω) =
∑
C⊆B
uCS⊕C(ω).
We claim that uC = (−1)|C|−121−L. We first note that∑
C⊆B
uCS⊕C(1) =
∑
C⊆B
21−L [|C| is odd] = 1 = SB(1).
Now, let ω be a binary vector of length L having some elements as 0. Let
O = {bi;ωi} be the subset of attributes. We can rewrite the sum as∑
C⊆B
(−1)|C|−121−LS⊕C(ω) = −21−L
∑
X⊆O
∑
Y⊆B−O
(−1)|X|+|Y |S⊕X⊕Y (ω)
= −21−L
∑
X⊆O
∑
Y⊆B−O
(−1)|X|+|Y |S⊕X(ω)
= −21−L
∑
X⊆O
(−1)|X|S⊕X(ω)
∑
Y⊆B−O
(−1)|Y |
= −21−L
∑
X⊆O
(−1)|X|S⊕X(ω)0.
= 0 = SB(ω)
This completes the proof.
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A.2 Proof of Proposition 4.9
Let
p (a1, . . . , aK) =
N∏
i=1
pi (Ci) /
N−1∏
j=1
pj (Sj) .
Fix i and set Ci to be the root in T and define Pj to be the separator between the
clique Cj and its parent (with respect to the root). Set Pi = ∅. The distribution
p can now be written as
p (a1, . . . , aK) =
N∏
i=1
pi (Ci;Pi) . (A.1)
Let Ck be a leaf node. There is a node v ∈ Ck such that v /∈ Pk. Otherwise, pk can
be removed from the product. Note that v is not included in any other pj since
otherwise the running intersection property is violated. Hence, we can marginalise
v out and still have the form of Eq. A.1. We repeat the marginalisation until we
are left with pi. This proves that the marginal distribution of p to Ci is equal to
pi.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 5.6
Before we state the regularity conditions, let us introduce some notation:
• By Eθ[·] we denote the mean taking with respect to p(ω; θ).
• The partial derivatives ∂p(ω; θ)/∂θi and ∂2p(ω; θ)/∂θi∂θj are shortened
into pi(ω; θ) and pij(ω; θ), respectively.
• The partial derivatives ∂ log p(ω; θ)/∂θi and ∂2 log p(ω; θ)/∂θi∂θj are short-
ened into li(ω; θ) and lij(ω; θ), respectively.
• A vector (depending on ω and θ) l(ω; θ) = [l1(ω; θ), . . . , lK(ω; θ)]
T is called
the score vector.
• A K × K matrix Iθ = Eθ
[
l(ω; θ)l(ω; θ)T
]
is called Fisher’s information
matrix.
The regularity conditions are:
1. θ0 is an inner point of Θ, that is, there is an open K-dimensional ball B
around θ0 such that B ⊆ Θ.
2. The family p(ω; θ) is homogeneous in B, that is, if α ∈ B and p(ω;α) = 0,
then p(ω;β) = 0 for all β ∈ B.
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3. Derivatives li and lij exist and are continuous (with respect to θ) for each
ω ∈ Ω and each θ ∈ B.
4. θn is an efficient asymptotic normal estimate of θ0, that is, θn  θ0 and√
n (θn − θ0) N(0, I−1θ0 ), where I−1θ0 is the inverse of Fisher’s information
matrix. Note that we assume that Iθ0 is invertible.
Remark A.1. The definition of weak convergence (or convergence in law) is
given in [vdV98, Section 2.1]. We denote the weak convergence by Xn  X.
Remark A.2. We have assumed for simplicity that the sample space Ω is fi-
nite. The theorem also holds for general case under some additional regularity
conditions.
We need the following lemmae for proving the theorem:
Lemma A.3. Eθ[li(ω; θ)] = 0.
Proof.
Eθ[li(ω; θ)] =
∑
ω∈Ω
p(ω; θ)
pi(ω; θ)
p(ω; θ)
=
∑
ω∈Ω
pi(ω; θ) =
∂
∂θi
∑
ω∈Ω
p(ω; θ) =
∂
∂θi
1 = 0.
Lemma A.4. Eθ[lij(ω; θ)] = −Eθ[li(ω; θ)lj(ω; θ)].
Proof.
Eθ[lij(ω; θ)] =
∑
ω∈Ω
p(ω; θ)
∂
∂θj
pi(ω; θ)
p(ω; θ)
=
∑
ω∈Ω
p(ω; θ)
[
pij(ω; θ)
p(ω; θ)
− pi(ω; θ)pj(ω; θ)
p(ω; θ)2
]
=
∑
ω∈Ω
pij(ω; θ)−
∑
ω∈Ω
p(ω; θ)
pi(ω; θ)pj(ω; θ)
p(ω; θ)2
=
∂2
∂θi∂θj
∑
ω∈Ω
p(ω; θ)−
∑
ω∈Ω
p(ω; θ)li(ω; θ)lj(ω; θ)
= 0− Eθ[li(ω; θ)lj(ω; θ)] .
Lemma A.5 (Lemma 17.1 in [vdV98]). Let Z be a random vector of length K
distributed as N(0, C), where C is invertible. Then ZTC−1Z is distributed as χ2
with K degrees of freedom.
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Proof of Theorem 5.6. Let α, β ∈ B be two vectors. Since li and lij are continu-
ous, we can use Multidimensional Taylor’s Theorem to obtain
log p(ω;α)− log p(ω;β) = (α− β)T l(ω;β) + 1
2
(α− β)T H(ω; γ) (α− β)T ,
where γ ∈ B is a vector lying on a segment between α and β, and H(ω; γ)
is a Hessian matrix Hij(ω; γ) = lij(ω; γ). By taking the mean and applying
Lemma A.3 we obtain
−KL(β; α) = Eβ [log p(ω;α)− log p(ω;β)] = 12 (α− β)
T Eβ [H(ω; γ)] (α− β)T .
Assume for time being that θn ∈ B. Let α = θ0, β = θn and denote the
resulting γ by ηn. If θn is outside B, set ηn = 0. Since θn  θ0, we know from
Theorem 2.7 in [vdV98] that ηn  θ0.
Define g : RK × RK × RK × R→ R to be
g(a, b, c, d) =
{ −aTEb[H(ω; c)] a , if b ∈ B
− 2dKL(b; θ0) , if b /∈ B
.
Note that
2nKL(θn; θ0) = g(
√
n (θn − θ0) , θn, ηn, 1/n).
Let
√
n (θn − θ0)  Z, a random variable distributed as N
(
0, I−1θ0
)
. Since g
is continuous at (Z, θ0, θ0, 0) we can apply Continuous Map Theorem [vdV98,
Theorem 2.3] to obtain
2nKL(θn; θ0) g(Z, θ0, θ0, 0) = −ZTEθ0 [H(ω; θ0)]Z.
An application of Lemma A.4 leads us to
2nKL(θn; θ0) ZT Iθ0Z.
Since I−1θ0 is the covariance matrix of Z, we can apply Lemma A.5 to obtain the
desired result.
A.4 Proof of Theorem 8.3
We begin by noting that E[ZD] = E
[
Zind(D)
]
. Let C(D) be the covariance matrix
of the distance vector between two random points, that is,
C(D)ij = E[ZiZj ]− E[Zi] E[Zj ] ,
where Zi is the indicator variable having value 1 if two randomly chosen elements
from D disagree at ith dimension. Note that Var[ZD] =
∑
ij C(D). Let U =
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C(D) and V = C(ind(D)). Note that V is a diagonal matrix having the diagonal
equal to the diagonal of U . Hence, to prove the theorem we need to show that
U contain only positive entries.
Fix j and j and abbreviate
x = P(ai = 1) , y = P(aj = 1) , z = P(ai = 1, aj = 1) .
The entry Uij can be written as
Uij = 2z(1− x− y + z) + 2(x− z)(y − z)− 4xy(1− x)(1− y)
= 4z2 + (2− 4x− 4y)z + 2xy − 4xy(1− x)(1− y).
The value of z minimising Uij is
z =
4x+ 4y − 2
8
=
1
2
(x+ y)− 1
4
.
Since x, y ≤ 12 , we have
z − xy = 1
2
(x+ y)− 1
4
− xy = −
(
1
2
− x
)(
1
2
− y
)
≤ 0.
But we have assumed that z ≥ xy, hence Uij obtains its minimum value when
z = xy, that is, ai and aj are independent. In this case Uij = 0 and we have
proved the statement.
A.5 Proof of Theorem 8.4
We need the following lemma.
Lemma A.6. Assume sequences xn, an, and bn such that xn →∞, an → a and
bn → b. Then (
xn + an
xn + bn
)xn
→
n→∞ exp (a− b) .
Proof of Theorem 8.4. Recall that
cdA(D; α, 1− α) = log(1− α)− logαlog r2 − log r1 ,
where r1 and r2 are such that α = P(ZD < r1) and 1 − α = P(ZD < r2). The
numerator is log((1−α)/α). Assume that K is large enough Let r1(K) and r2(K)
be the corresponding radii for the dataset DK .
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A. Proofs for the Theorems
We next study the denominator log r2− log r1. We have to analyse the distri-
bution of the random variable ZD, the L1 distance between two randomly chosen
points from D. For simplicity, we denote ZDK by ZK in the sequel. Let Zi be
the indicator variable having value 1 if two randomly chosen elements from Xi
disagree; then ZK =
∑K
i=1 Zi. Let
µK = E[ZK ] , µi = E[Zi] , σ2K = E
[
(ZK − µK)2
]
.
Our goal is to estimate ZK with the normal distribution. In order to do this
we define
YK,i =
Zi − µi
σK
.
The sufficient condition for Lindeberg-Feller central limit theorem [vdV98,
Theorem 2.27] is that for a fixed  > 0 there is L such that |YK,i| ≤ , whenever
K > L. But this is true since σK → ∞ and |Zi − µi| ≤ 1. The central limit
theorem implies that
ZK − µK
σK
=
K∑
i=1
YK,i  N(0, 1).
This implies that
r1(K)− µK
σK
→ −c and r2(K)− µK
σK
→ c,
where c is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the normal dis-
tribution with parameters 0 and 1, that is, c = Φ−1(α) =
√
2 erf−1(2α− 1).
Define e2(K) = r2(K)− (µK + cσK) and e1(K) = r1(K)− (µK − cσK). Also,
let zK = µK/σK . Consider the ratio(
r2(K)
r1(K)
)zK
=
(
µK + cσK + e2(K)
µK − cσK + e1(K)
)zK
=
(
zK + c+ e2(K)/σK
zK − c+ e1(K)/σK
)zK
.
Note that e1(K)/σK → 0 and e2(K)/σK → 0. A straightforward calculation
shows that µK ≥ σ2K . This implies that
zK =
µK
σK
≥ σ
2
K
σK
= σK →∞
We can now apply the lemma to obtain(
r2(K)
r1(K)
)zK
→ exp (2c) .
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Proof of Theorem 8.4
Hence, we must have
µK
σK
(log r2(K)− log r1(K)) = zK log r2(K)
r1(K)
→ 2c.
By setting
C(α) =
log((1− α)/α)
2c
=
log((1− α)/α)
2
√
2 erf−1(2α− 1)
we have the desired result.
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σ-frequent, 10
θ-safe, 41
absolutely continuous, 30
antimonotonic, 10
approximative correlation dimension, 60
attribute, 8
basic feasible solution, 18
basic solution, 18
binary data set, 7
chord, 23
chordless, 23
clique graph, 24
connected, 22
Consistent, 40
constrained minimum (CM) distance,
50
correlation dimension, 58
cycle, 23
decomposable, 25
dependency graph, 41
dimension, 7
downward closed, 10
Elimination Algorithm, 23
Ellipsoid Algorithm, 19
empirical distribution, 8
entropy, 30
EntrQuery, 40
exponential form, 32
extension, 41
feasible set, 16
frequency, 9
frequency interval, 37
indicator function, 9
itemsets, 10
Iterative Scaling Algorithm, 33
junction tree, 24
Kullback-Leibler divergence, 30
Mahanalobis distance, 53
Maximum Entropy, 32
MaxQuery, 40
normalised correlation dimension, 62
parity formula, 12
permuted data set, 60
Primal-Dual Path-Following Al-
gorithm, 19
project, 40
running intersection property, 24
safe, 41
sample space, 7
satisfies, 32
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satisfies the frequency, 9
separator, 24
Simplex, 19
standard form, 16
transaction, 7
triangulated, 23
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